McGeer plan called
By KATHY FORD
Education
minister
Pat
McGeer's proposal for an open
university in B.C. is "a comedy
act," the UBC faculty association
president said Thursday.
"He can't be serious, I decided,"
Richard Roydhouse said.
"It was a terrible shock. It's
amazing."
McGeer announced the probable
implementation of the open
university, which is designed to
bring university education into
people's homes by correspondence, television and other means,
at a press conference Wednesday
evening.
Roydhouse criticized statements
by McGeer that the program could

provide a university education at
half the cost to the government of a
regular university.
"What sort of post-Liberal maths
and logic is Dr. McGeer using?"
Roydhouse asked. He said the cost
of educating one student at UBC
has been estimated at about $5,000
a year.
McGeer said the open university
can cut costs in half but Roydhouse
questioned this figure, saying
expensive equipment will be
necessary.
"Who's he (McGeer) kidding?"
Roydhouse asked. "That's what I
call Liberal mathematics."
He also questioned the need to
bring in people from Britain to help
set up the program. He said to do

so would be an insult to educators
and facilities such as the communications department at Simon
Fraser University.
"And obviously it will cut into the
higher education budget," Roydhouse said.
"Taxpayers will ask 'if we are
supposed to be in a time of
(economic) restraint, do we need
another university?' "
And, he said, the British Open
University has "got pretty leftwing."
"Could we be going to watch McGeer's university rearended by the
NDP?" he asked.
"I don't think anyone in the
universities is against adult
education but we are when it's
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adult education by the education
ministry's fiat.
"If I were Dr. McGeer's
colleagues I'd watch him very
carefully because he's making a
very expensive mistake."
Roydhouse also criticized
McGeer for coming to UBC and
making his announcement without
telling anybody at the university at
the same time the university
senate was meeting.
"That's McGeer timing," he
said. "I think it's a very strange
operation altogether."
Administration president Doug
Kenny did not know about the
conference until he read it in a
newspaper.
But Kenny said Thursday that he
PERRY...
did not really mind.
McGeer's British import
"From my viewpoint I'm perfectly aware that that's the way the details of funding and course
content.
world operates," he said.
"We'll have to wait and see," he
"As a person, I'm not offended
said. "Time will judge that one.
by other people."
"It's a novel method that has not
Before McGeer's announcement,
Kenny had criticized the idea of the been extensively tried in North
open university. He said the de- America."
And he said time will also tell
velopment of new programs is
expensive and there is no whether people with degrees from
guarantee graduates of a program the open university will be able to
such as the open university would go into B.C.'s three universities to
be able to transfer to regular continue study.
McGeer's executive assistant,
universities.
Kenny backed down slightly Jim Bennett, denied Thursday that
from his strong position on Wed- the press conference was arranged
nesday, but said he is still con- to deliberately keep university
cerned about the quality of the officials ignorant of its occurrence
because it was arranged for the
degree offered.
same time as senate was meeting.
He said he does not want to
"We were on a tight schedule,"
comment further until he hears he said.

Perry pushes
open U idea
By CHRIS GAINOR
The vice-chancellor of Britain's
Open University said Thursday an
institution such as his can save
money, but only if each course is
given to upward of 1,000 students
each year.
Sir Walter Perry, who signed a
letter of agreement Wednesday
with education minister Pat
McGeer, to "explore," as he put it,
the establishment of an open
university in B.C., told a blueribbon UBC Alumni Association
dinner at the Faculty Club that
savings depend on having large
numbers of students.
And he stressed that distance
education dispensed through an
open university concept works
effectively for mature adults who
do not have an opportunity to at—edmond o'brien photo

RAKISH LOOKING RCMP officer on left hides inconspicuously behind funny page as she spies on
suspicious-looking, dark-haired woman of Russian descent. Before officer could move in to arrest woman,
she pulled machine-gun from under her coat and riddled entire Sedgewick lounge with 50 rounds of
bullets. Camera hidden in nearby Coke machine was not harmed.

Research park looms for UEL
The Social Credit government has hinted that part
of the University Endowment Lands might be given
to the B.C. Development Corporation for development of an industrial research facility.
Representatives from the endowment lands
regional park committee met with environment
minister Jim Nielsen, education minister Pat
McGeer, and attorney general Garde Gardom last
week in Victoria and came away with the impression
that some land would be given to the corporation for
development, committe member Bowie Keefer said
Thursday.
A provincial government task force on the UEL,
which presented its report to the government last
year recommended the lands remain undeveloped.
But the corporation has asked the provincial
government to allocate 100 acres of the UEL for a
research park that would be used for scientific
research in co-operation with the university.
Keefer said he is pleased with government actions
to date, although he is distressed by what he considers McGeer's willingness to provide additional
acreage to the corporation.
"UBC teaching and research in the forest should

continue, but not at the expense of UEL parkland,'' he
said.
At a January, 1977 UEL public forum, graduate
studies dean Peter Larkin, speaking for UBC,
criticized the BCDC proposal.
"UBC is not in favor of a research park either on
the campus or the endowment lands," Larkin said
then.
The original BCDC proposal called for UBC to
donate 32 acres of campus land for the research park
and asked for 100 acres of UEL land for possible
expension. If campus land was available the park
could be entirely located on the UEL, the corporation
said.
At the public forum, the BCDC proposal was
strongly criticized by the majority of the audience
when it was learned the initial 32 acre site would be 10
acres of parking lots and 18 acres of buildings.
Since the public forum McGeer has repeatedly
called for the development of a research park in B.C.
Nielsen said in an interview Thursday that a
decision on the future of the UEL will be announced
soon.

Issue cut,
UBC mourns
The Ubyssey will not publish
Tuesday, publisher Irving Fetish
proclaimed Thursday.
Fetish said he has consulted with
university authorities, and they
have agreed to cancel classes and
declare Monday and Tuesday
days of mourning in honor of the
issue's non-appearance.
In other gnus, The Ubyssey has
decided to shed tradition and make
a bold move into the off-campus
publishing world. Yes, Canada's
finest student newspaper will now
be available to students and staff in
the west side area on those days
when you just can't make it to
campus.
As its first step in a drive for
total hegemony in the outside
publishing market, The Ubyssey
has begun dropping papers
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays
at La Boca Expresso Bar, 3525
West Fourth.
Other distribution points in the
west side will be announced as they
are confirmed.

tend a traditional university, but
not for students fresh out of high
school.
Perry was introduced by
Universities Council chairmandesignate Bill Gibson and by
deputy education minister Walter
Hardwick to a crowd which included UBC administration
president Doug Kenny, his Simon
Fraser University counterpart
Pauline Jewett, a University of
Victoria vice-president, high officials from the Alberta and
Saskatchewan education departments, and numerous UBC
luminaries including the Alumni
Association's nominee for chancellor, industrialist J. V. Clyne.
In a section of the speech included in the prepared text but not
delivered, Perry said B.C. has "no
hope of economically offering an
adequate range of locallyoriginated courses." If the same
ratio of people in B.C. enter an
open university as they currently
do in Britain, there would be a total
student population at the institution of only 7,800, and it would
attract 2,600 applicants annually.
This figure, the text said, would
sustain the equivalent of only about
22 Canadian-sized courses.
Perry told the crowd that "to
produce one full-credit (British)
course — one course being equal to
two and one-half courses in Canada
— calls for an initial expenditure of
about $1 million to $1.5 million.
Thus, if a course attracts 1,000
students each year and has a life of
five years, the initiation cost per
student comes out to about $300."
When comparing the cost per
student on this basis, he said, "this
represents about one-fifth to onefourth the cost in the traditional
British university.
"But it is entirely dependent
upon having very large numbers of
students. If only 100 students were
to study the course each year, the
cost would rise tenfold — more
expensive than in a conventional
university."
See page 3: HEAVIES
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cause distortion, it is loaded w i t h a "transmission line absorber" which further "helps
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SL-23

SX450

Medium-Powered Stereo Receiver with FET FM Front End, PLL
MPX, Precision Equalizer and High S/N Differential OCL Power
Amplifier
Continuous Power Output is 15 watts per channel, min. RMS at 8
ohms or 15 watts per channel at 4 ohms from 20 to 20,000 Hertz
with no more than 0.5% total harmonic distortion.
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RHODES SPECIAL PACKAGE
PRICE ONLY

$588

JBL's most popular loudspeaker may
be the best two-way system they
make. That's what some of the best
ears in the business are saying.
"Almost flawless definition". Unusually fine transient response". Nice
things like that. Natural oak cabinet.
Fabric, grilles in blue, brown and
orange. Come hear JBL's Decade 26.
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by Panasonic

SL-23
A M / F M STEREO RECEIVER
26 Watts per Channel into 8 Ohms, Minimum Continuous Power
Output from 20 Hz to 20kHz, with no more than 0.3% Total
Harmonic Distortion. Dual Gate MOSFET F M Front End. Phase
Locked Loop F M Multiplex Demodulator. Full Complementary
Direct Coupled Output.

X

Frequency Generator
Servo Automatic
Turntable
RHODES SPECIAL PACKAGE
PRICE ONLY
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*Wood Sleeve optional on Marantz
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Women's group
requests centre
for rape victims

—matt king photo

ENJOYING SUNSHINE and watching life go by, student takes break from studies in front of Buchanan
building. February in B.C. can be warm and beautiful, unlike rest of unfortunate, snowy wastelands called
Canada. There is life east of the Rockies some claim, but not in winter time.

Heavies hear out Perry plan
academic circles the Open
University degree is wholly
Details of a B.C. open university recognized as equivalent to any
have not been decided on, but it has other."
been suggested that such
Perry said the Open University
programs could be offered to rural "was designed to offer a second
B.C. residents by this fall.
chance of higher education to all
The British Open University has those who for any reason had been
been highly successful, he said. It denied or who had not taken adhas gained "an acceptance by the vantage of the opportunity of
academic world in Britain that our higher education after leaving
degree is equivalent in standard to school. It was to make no comthat of any other British univer- promise on academic standards,
sity. It is not equivalent in content, but it was to make access easy.
but it is equivalent in standard," he
"The latter principle demanded
said.
Since 1971, 300,000 people have three things; first that there should
applied, 100,000 were accepted to be no qualification required for
the Open University, and of those, entry, second that the costs should
28,000 have graduated. A survey of not put it beyond the reach of the
Open University graduates shows poor, and third, that the method of
that one-quarter of the group had study should take education to the
applied for postgraduate studies in student, who could remain in full
other universities and colleges, employment living at home.
and 86 per cent had been accepted,
"I do not think that the distance
he said.
learning pattern is suited to school"This must be as high a leavers at all," said Perry. An
proportion as that achieved by the experiment with students aged 18
graduates of any other university. to 21 showed that few people in that
This is the best and most in- group succeeded in the Open
controvertible evidence that, in University, he said. The minimum
From page 1

BAKBAR/Atf

age for entrance at the institution
is 21.
Radio and television can only be
used on a limited basis, supplementing printed materials and
contact by mail with instructors,
he said. Spending on expensive
systems to deliver courses is
wasted when compared to ^ the
value of spending on the programs
themselves, he said.
This concept is already in use in
Britain, Germany, Iran, Pakistan,
Venezuela, Australia and the U.S.
Perry said Open Universities
should be autonomous of existing
universities, where more importance is placed on students on
campuses and standards are
sometimes irrelevant to an open
university.
Because students work alone and
for a longer time to earn a degree
than in an ordinary university,
"this must be one of the most
difficult ways of getting a degree
ever invented by the wit of man.
"Never imagine that distance
learning is an alternative to
traditional methods. It should
complement them.''

The high incidence of rape and assault at UBC shows a serious need for
support facilities for victims, a women's committee spokeswoman said
Thursday.
Kate Andrew said the women's committee presented a brief to the administration's student services review committee Thursday recommending a centralized place be set up on campus for education and rape
relief.
She said the centre would be a place where victims of rape and assault
could go immediately after being attacked.
"This process could be set in motion by striking a committee of interested faculty and students as well as volunteers experienced in this
area, the brief says.
"Rape Relief would gladly assist as they would welcome the relief to
their already overwhelming workload. If one location was promoted, that
specifically dealt with the need for support, counselling and referral,
maybe students would be encouraged to report these offences and some
standardized collection of statistics could be maintained."
Andrew said the centre is necessary because currently rape and
assault victims have nowhere on campus to go to for help.
She said rape victims should be able to have a medical examination and
receive emotional support and counselling at one place. Currently,
campus rape victims cannot even be examined at the university health
service clinic but must go to Vancouver General Hospital.
Andrews said the centre would not cost much because the university
has people with expertise in all necessary areas.
"It (the centre) really is an easy and good thing for the (student services) committee to do," she said.
The brief also calls for "a supportive woman RCMP officer stationed in
the UBC detachment."
Andrew says there is a high incidence of rape, attacks and indecent
exposure at UBC but no more than four in 10 incidents are reported to
anyone, including rape counselling organizations such as Rape Relief.
Part of this problem, she says, stems from the fact police tend to be
unsupportive. Andrew says this attitude is noticeable at the university
RCMP detachment.
"They (local RCMP) are not in the slightest bit supportive," she said.
She said one officer at the campus detachment tried to tell her women
asked to be raped because they are by nature provocative.
Andrew said that when she protested, the officer asked why women
wear makeup and perfume if they are not provocative. She told him more
and more women have stopped using these things, whereupon, she says,
he told her that men are "turned on more by the natural look these days."
"These are the people handling the cases," she said.
"When I was doing the research for the brief a guy indecently exposed
himself to me," she said.
"I reported it to the police. I'm a fairly strong individual and can
handle these things but the guy (police officer) asked me why I didn't
jump the guy and catch him."
But Cpl. John Brownbridge of the university RCMP detachment said he
questions Andrew's version of the exchange.
He said he talked to a woman from the women's committee, but was not
sure if it was Andrews.
If it was her, Brownbridge said, he did not know "where the hell she got
that idea."
In any case, he said, he does not know anybody at the detachment with
that attitude about women and rape.
"I'm sure if there was I would probably know about it," he said. "If
anyone does have that attitude, to come out and make that kind of remark
is out of line."
Told the details of the alleged conversation, Brownbridge suggested
Andrew might have quoted the officer in question out of context.
"Perhaps she may have taken a few things out of context and twisted it
around," he said.
Andrew s&id police were also not very certain of their statistics. She
said that in November the UBC RCMP told her there had only been one or
two rapes on campus in the past two years and neither was taken to court.
The officer she spoke to told her that as of November, 1977 there had
been two attempted rapes on campus, four indecent assaults on women,
three indecent assaults on men and 26 indecent exposures during the
preceding two years.
Seepage 8: RAPE
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Rape centre needed now
On Thursday, the UBC
women's
committee
presented
an
administration
committee
with
a
brief
which calls for a rape relief
and education centre.
The committee is the
student services review committee which is currently
evaluating
all
student
services at UBC. The committee members apparently
welcome student input and
ideas and n o w that they
have
some
from
the
women's
committee,
we
hope t h e y ' l l act on it.

In 1974, a Local Initiatives Program was set up in
SUB t o provide counselling
t o rape victims and informa-

tion t o everyone. The grant
ran o u t and the centre
folded.
It was evident the people

?&6JL£TA*UM.

It's d i f f i c u l t t o estimate
the incidence of rape and
sexual assault on this campus. A l l of us k n o w someone w h o knows someone
w h o got raped, or flashed
at, or attacked at UBC or
on the endowment lands.
But
nobody seems t o
want t o do anything about
it.

Boots for h i r e
We have a pair of boots t o f i l l . Size 14 c o w b o y
boots, that is.
Yes, the current owner of those pontoons has
announced that he w i l l swagger off into the sunset after
the last Ubyssey of this t e r m rolls off the press.
In short, The Ubyssey needs an editor f o r the
1978-79 academic year. A n y o n e on campus is eligible t o
run, and nominations should make their appearance on
The Ubyssey's bulletin board in SUB 241K by n o o n ,
March 2.
Nominations should list the nominee's qualifications
and reasons f o r running. While anyone can r u n , only bona
fide Ubyssey staffers can vote.
T h e y take up the torch of democracy on March 7,
when the candidates w i l l be mercilessly grilled by staffers
on their philosophy, ideas for the paper, views of The
Ubyssey's roles, technical knowledge, attributes, sense of
humor and shoe sizes.
V o t i n g will begin after the screening and end in
time for the blissful announcement in the March 16
Ubyssey. The winner gets a year of meetings t o arrange
and a t t e n d , editorial and o p i n i o n pages t o lay out,
arguments t o argue, edits t o w r i t e , and tried patience.
Knowledge of journalism and of UBC is vital.
Questions of w h o or w h o is not a staff member w i l l be
settled by a majority of without-a-doubt staffers.
The incumbent has a lot of w o r n - o u t boot leather,
jangled nerves, a t o t a l l y cynical view of life, and is
considerably poorer than he was a year ago. If such a life
appeals t o y o u , get ready f o r the big race.

THE UBYSSEY
F E B R U A R Y 17, 1978
Published Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays throughout the
university year by the Alma Mater Society of the University of
B.C. Editorial opinions are those of the staff and not of the AMS
or the university administration. Member, Canadian University
Press. The Ubyssey publishes Page Friday, a weekly commentary
and review. The Ubyssey's editorial office is in room 241K of the
Student Union Building. Editorial departments, 228-2301;
Advertising, 228-3977.
Editor: Chris Gainor
"Forgive me fattier for I have sinned," whispered a shy Heather Conn to
the hooded Father McDonald on the other side of the confessional.
Merriiee Robson, Kathy Ford and Steve Slmkln listening Intently from the
pews told Bob Staley that they had seen Conn tearing labels off beer
bottles this past week. "So what?" asked Marta Morton, Carl Rlbble and
Carol Read from behind them. " I t means If you tear them off In one
piece you're a virgin," explained Bruce Baugh In his usual didactic self.
Marcus Gee and Geof Wheelwright felt hell rush Into their reddening faces
as they stuffed their untorn beer bottle labels deeply Into their pockets.
Will Wheeler, Matt King and Gabrlella Bottlcelle felt a little less ashamed
as they tried to glue their shredded labels back on with their tongues.
Fascinated with the whole Idea, photogs Ed O'Brien and Craig Heale tried
to see If they were Indeed virgins. They were. Men of the world, Mike
Bocking and David Morton couldn't understand what all the fuss was
about. Chris Gainor and Robert Jordan said some of their best friends
were virgins. Greg Edwards and Nicholas Read discussed the relative merits
of Immaculate conception. Bill Tieleman asked, "What's wrong w i t h being
a virgin anyway?"

K

at this university did not
t h i n k we needed such a
centre.
There
were
the
standard jokes about " O h ,
boy is that where I go t o
get raped?" and generally,
the centre was ignored.

supportive place where victims can go for emotional
help and a medical examination.

The a t t i t u d e seems t o be
that if we ignore it w i l l go
away. People seem t o t h i n k
that
because w o m e n are
afraid t o report rape, indecent assault or exposure it
doesn't really matter.

Currently,
our
own
health
service
at
this
23,000-member
university
does not do examinations in
suspected rape cases and
women
must go t o the
Vancouver General Hospital,
a cold place at best, where
you're just another vagina at
the end of the speculum.

When
somebody
does
protest, as women's c o m m i t tee member Kate A n d r e w
says, the administration sets
up a lighting c o m m i t t e e and
improves
the
lighting
(which, incidentally, is still
far f r o m good).

We urge the committee
t o seriously a t t e m p t t o implement the women's committee's proposals. A n d we
urge
students t o
scream
bloody murder until those
proposals are implemented.

N o b o d y u n t i l now has
t o l d the university exactly
what is needed here: a good
education program for b o t h
men and w o m e n and a

A raped woman deserves
more than questioning at
the police station and a
long,
lonely
ride t o an
uncaring emergency ward.

Letters
Prof dispenses
On Tuesday, Feb. 7, Prof. L. M.
O'Toole of the University of Essex
gave an incredible presentation
entitled "Recent Trends on the
Russian Pop Scene." Yes, incredible it was, not only because of
the sadly outdated repertoire
which O'Toole presented live and
on tape, but also because of the
shocking amount of misinformation contained in his intermittent little exposes.
At the outset of his presentation,
O'Toole confessed that he hadn't
been to Russia since 1973, but
added that "things don't change
that much" in a few years. Now, I
don't know what might have been
considered "recent trends" in 1973,
but, having just returned last
month from a four-month stay in
the Soviet Union, I wish to state
emphatically that O'Toole's
current claim to presenting
"recent trends" oh the Russian pop
scene is nothing short of a travesty.
No one speaking on the topic of
O'Toole's
presentation
can
properly do so today without at
least mentioning the name of
David Tukhmanov, who with his
pop-rock-quasi disco album "Po
vol'ne moei pamiati" (recorded on
the official Ministry of Culture's
"Melodia" label) brought the pop
scenes of Russia and the West
closer together than they have
perhaps ever been. The album was
first released in 1976. Some time
this year a second album by Tukhmanov is expected to appear.
What O'Toole palmed off as
being representative of contemporary Russian pop music was
nothing more than a collection of
folk songs, protest songs rendered
in the Russian folk tradition with
more or less modern in-

strumentation, and an old Aeroflot
jingle. I cringed as the audience of
approximately 40 students and
instructors lapped this up along
with O'Toole's smug comments
concerning the "backwardness" of
Russian pop music.
I am bothered by O'Toole's
presentation for several reasons.
First, as a professor whose
presentation was being covered by
press and radio, O'Toole should
have been obliged to recognize
realities of the present Russian pop
scene and not produce random
recordings of whatever he might
have heard on Russian radio in
1973.
One of the dismaying facts about
Russian radio is that even if officially recorded pop and rock
works are on the market (and
there are quite a lot, though mostly
foreign), they are not frequently
aired.
However, there are exceptions. I
was surprised once to hear on the
radio a song done in the West
European pop style by a singer
who was strikingly reminiscent of
Mireille Mathieu. Unfortunately,
I've forgotten her name, and her
song was not available in record
form.

information
Secondly, I am bothered by
O'Toole's presentation because he
implied, in so many sarcastic
remarks, that Russian listening
audiences are ignorant of Western
pop trends and "really go for" the
supposed pop music he made us
suffer through. Nothing could be
further from the truth. The
recordings played by O'Toole sit in
Russian record shops for years on
end and are hardly ever bought.
In Leningrad, Russian students
all about me were listening to
many of the same songs I had just
heard in discotheques before
leaving North America. A
professor of mine, in whose class
we once had to sing 'Katiusha"
(one of the songs, by the way,
which O'Toole played for us!),
confided to me that she and her
colleagues hated those Russian
folk songs and preferred American
folk-rock.
But, as I sat watching the
audience's reaction to O'Toole's
presentation, I saw that many got
what they came for: one more
"confirmation" of their ill-founded
views of modern Russia and
Russians.
Gary Toops
Slavonic studies

Students, dean
Since I have been involved in
student politics at this university
the general rule has been for
student leaders to continually
criticize the administration. Occasionally, real positive things
happen and they go by without
compliment.
This university has problems.

helpful

Every faculty at this university
has problems. It's just that few of
us ever hear about them. I have
always maintained that the first
step to solving our problems is to
talk about them openly. That is
why as a student senator at large, I
would like to compliment dean
Lusztig on his initiation of
meetings with students in commerce.
I would also like to compliment
the commerce students for making
women's rights. I do not feel that that type of meeting viable. In
myself and the other women particular, if quality and standards
watching this should have been are to be maintained, then more
subjected to such blatantly sexist students are going to have to speak
attitudes expressed by the up, like Glenn Wong has.
I hope these sorts of meetings
organizers of the Beernite.
and student participation in them
I truly hope, for women as a will spread to other faculties,
whole, that this sort of anti- schools and departments of the
feminist activity does not repeat university. It is the best student
representation we can get.
itself.
A concerned resident
Arnold Hedstrom
of Totem Park
senator large

Show hurts
While attending the Totem Park
Beernite of Feb. 8 I had the unfortunate and unpleasant experience of witnessing a stripper
perform her act. This act consisted
of removing her clothes and
engaging in movements of her
body with strong sexual overtones.
I feel that this is immoral and
offensive to women as a whole
because it exploits the female body
in a disgusting and degrading
manner, and is a serious blow to

old

women
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Ryan slides downhill to Grits
By DANIEL BO YER
and ARNOLD BENNETT
During the hysteria of October 1970,
McGill Daily associate editor Tom Sorell
received an alarming call from a Montreal
police officer. The caller strongly objected
to a letter published in the Daily. He claimed
the letter was "subversive" because of
comments made about the FLQ manifesto.
"We're seizing your press run," Sorell
was told. "And if you ever print anything
like this again, we'll throw you in jail and
shut down your paper."
But it was not an anglophone student
newspaper that was the main target of this
police censorship. Rather it was a far more
influential newspaper, coincidentally being
printed at the Daily's printer Imprimerie
Dumont, that the police were after.
The publisher of Le Devoir, Claude Ryan,
and his able team of editorialists had been
criticizing the War Measures Act, the attitudes of the government, and the related
police repression — and the powers-that-be
were out to get them. At the time, Le Devoir
was the only sizeable newspaper in Canada
that had the guts and the principles to
defend civil liberties against the repressive
onslaught during this period.
Most liberals were in a state of quiet acquiescence to everything prime minister
Pierre Elliott Trudeau, then-Quebec
premier Robert Bourassa and Montreal
mayor Jean Drapeau were doing in the
name of national security.
For his pains Ryan was accused in a story
planted by certain federal politicians in the
Toronto media of conspiring to set up a
"provisional government" in Quebec to
replace the faltering Bourassa regime.
It is a curious irony that the same Claude
Ryan is now regarded as a potential savior
of "Canadian unity" by many of the same
elements who believed the smears against
him in 1970.
The last decade has seen its share of
political ironies. Robert Stanfield, former
leader of the Progressive Conservative
Party, was wishing wistfully two years ago
that he had had the courage to vote against
the War Measures Act.
There was the whole incestuous melting
pot of Quebec politics producing, out of
struggles against conscription and Duplessis, such incompatible elements as Jean
Drapeau and labor leader Michel Chartrand, the latter having been Drapeau's
campaign manager in a by-election in 1943,
Pierre Elliott Trudeau and Pierre Vallieres,
who in 1961 was Trudeau's own appointee to
the editorial board of Cite Libre.
Ryan was never a "subversive." His
politics have always leaned in a conservative direction, though he always
remained a civil libertarian and favored a
mixed economy.
Ryan was always opposed to deconfessionalizing the Quebec school system
and has denounced Quebec's militant
teachers for trying to politicize their
students in the classrooms. Ryan implicitly
refutes that these students are already
being indoctrinated with the values of the
dominant ideology.
Somewhat of an autocrat in his personal
style, Ryan has been highly critical of the
Quebec labor movement because of his
strong belief in the legitimacy of the courts
and the state as institutions.
He opposed the militant actions of the
Common Front of the Quebec labor movement in 1972, particularly such tactics as the
union occupation of Sept-Iles in protest
against the jailing of the union leaders in
May of that year.
Ryan, whose strong sense of his own infallibility has earned him the sobriquet of
the "Pope of Quebec Politics" from both
friends and critics was somewhat taken
aback when he was booed by the workers of
Sept-Iles when he spoke there later in 1972.
As a firm believer in the principle of
"honest government" but as an equally firm
believer in some form of federalism, Ryan
suffered an obvious crisis of conscience in
the Quebec elections of 1973 and 1976. In part
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because of his own opposition to the Common Front, Ryan did not find the Liberal
record in 1973 to be sufficiently rotten for
him to withhold his editorial support, even
though he had been criticizing the Bourassa
government regularly for three years.
Because of his federalist option, he felt he
had no choice, the Parti Quebecois having
not yet clearly separated the issues of
forming a government and of independence.
But the Bourassa regime did not improve
during its next three years in office. While
thePQ had vituperated against Ryan for his
1973 stand and had set up Le Jour to compete
with Le Devoir, it now provided him with an
out.
Since the promise of a referendum on
independence now made it clear that the
election of a PQ government did not imply
the immediate dismemberment of Canada,
Ryan could again in 1976 swim against the
stream of all other Canadian editorialists as
he had in 1970.
Ryan critically supported the PQ in order
to defeat the Liberals, whose continued
presence in power he considered to be
disastrous.
In the year following the election of the
PQ, Ryan maintained his critical stance
toward the government in power. The PQ's
promised reforms in such areas as housing,
Daniel Boyer and Arnold Bennett are municipal democratization, health care and
staffers of the McGill Daily, the student car insurance were slow in coming and
newspaper at McGill University in Mon- proved to be disappointingly inadequate
treal. This feature was reprinted from the when they did come.
The only area where the new government
Daily by Canadian University Press.

did seem to move strongly and decisively
was language. Ryan, a longtime defender of
minority rights, voiced certain objections
particularly in the case of those provisions
in Bill 101 covering education of children of
immigrants from other provinces.
Nevertheless, Ryan was in agreement
with most of the government's language
policy as were many francophone political
leaders. Ryan stated that all immigrants
from outside of Canada should go to French
schools and that French, as the language of
the majority in Quebec, should be the
language of work. His editorial critique
centred around applications of the law.

taken out of the hands of the power brokers
and put in the hands of the rank and file.
This November, the Quebec Liberal policy
convention had adopted a right-wing
economic policy favoring a return to "free
enterprise" and a reduction of state intervention in the economic sector. Ryan, a
believer in the mixed economy, whose
closest political associations had been with
the NDP, insisted that this economic policy
be reversed as a condition for his candidacy.

The Liberals agreed to all of Ryan's
conditions, with varying degrees of sincerity. Those who controlled the party
machine lined up behind former finance
The long period of indecision by Ryan minister Raymond Garneau. Ryan's
concerning whether he would run for the strongest advantage in the leadership race
leadership of the Quebec Liberal Party, is that the rank and file may be aware that
which he had so recently condemned, is Garneau, with his heritage of the Bourassa
indicative of his discomfort. Ryan has regime, is unlikely to lead the party to
always been primarily an independent victory against the PQ, whereas Ryan has a
journalist, whose credibility was based on chance.
that independence. For him to now openly
Some of the party's power brokers would
associate himself with any political party, rather take a chance with Garneau rather
as distinct from a nonpartisan option like than have to fight with Ryan for control of
federalism, might give that party political the party in the future.
mileage but might also substantially
diminish Ryan's own credibility.
Even if Ryan wins the Liberal leadership,
it is not assured that he will make his
Therefore Ryan insisted that a number of reforms stick. The Liberal party's ties to big
major conditions be approved by the corporations and to attitudes which Ryan
Liberals prior to his candidacy. Some can never fully share are too deeply rooted
directly imply that the Liberals have to to be overthrown by any lone crusader.
clean up their act and that the leadership Ryan may find that the real masters of the
convention, through stringent reform of Liberal party are neither its official leaders
party financing along Pequiste lines, be nor its membership.
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'Tween classes

TODAY
LE CLUB F R A N C A I S
La conversation Informale en francais, noon,
La Malson
Internationale.
PSYCHOLOGY STUDENTS'
ASSOCIATION

Arts bear garden, 4 to 10 p.m.,
Buchanan lounge.
HANG G L I D I N G CLUB
General meeting, noon, SUB 215.
UBC L I B E R A L CLUB
Meeting t o organize national convention delegates, noon, SUB 224.
YOUNG SOCIALISTS
Hugo Blanco speaks on political
repression In Latin America, noon,
SUB auditorium.
Poetry readings, 8 p.m., 1208
Granville.
S K Y D I V I N G CLUB
General meeting, noon, SUB 212.
WOMEN'S C O M M I T T E E
General meeting, noon, SUB 130.
MEMBERS O N L Y CLUB
General meeting, noon, the usual
place.
B A H A ' I CLUB
Informal talk on the Baha'i Faith,
noon, SUB 115.GSA

GSA
Folk night with free admission and
bar, 8 p.m., Graduate Student
Centre garden room.
SATURDAY
CHINESE V A R S I T Y CLUB
Disco dance Space Odyssey, 9 p.m.
to
1 a.m., Graduate
Student
Centre.
SUNDAY
ISLAMIC Y O U T H SOCIETY
Ski t r i p cancelled this week,
p.m., Plaza International Hotel.

9

MONDAY
WOMEN'S C O M M I T T E E
Women's drop-In, noon, SUB 130.
TUESDAY
WOMEN'S C O M M I T T E E
General meeting, noon, SUB 130.

VOC
General meeting and slide show,
noon, Chem 250.
WOMEN'S COMMITTEE
Lesbian drop In, noon, SUB 130.
SUS
All
candidates
meeting,
noon,
Hennings 2 0 1 .
THURSDAY
CAMPUS M I N I S T R Y
South Africa from South African
point of view, noon, SUB 213.
D E A N OF WOMEN
Free concert by the Vancouver
Symphony orchestra, 12:45 p.m.,
War Memorial G y m .
WOMEN'S C O M M I T T E E
Couples sex role workshop, noon,
Mildred Brock lounge.
Women's drop-In, noon, SUB 130.
PRE-DENTAL SOCIETY
Wendy Halowski speaks on dental
hygiene, noon, IRC 1.

FREDERIC
WOOD
THEATRE

PURPLE DUST
By SEAN O'CASEY
MARCH 3 -11
PREVIEWS-MARCH 1 & 2
8:00 p.m.
Student Tickets: $2.50
BOX OFFICE * • FREDERIC WOOD THEATRE * Room 207

Support Your Campus Theatre

WEDNESDAY
MEMBERS O N L Y CLUB
Silly meeting, 11 p.m., Trutch
House.
H I L L E L HOUSE
Fallafel supper, 5:30 p.m., Hillel
House.
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RATES: Campus - 3 lines, 1 day $1.50; additional lines 35c.
Commercial — 3 lines, 1 day $2.50; additional lines
50c Additional days $2.25 and 45c
Classified ads are not accepted by telephone and are payable in
advance. Deadline is 11:30 a.m., the day before
publication.
Publications Off ice, Room 241, S.U.B., UBC, Van., B.C. V6T HV5
1 0 — For Sale — Commercial

6 5 — Scandals

WINTER SPECIALS. Bauer Black Panther skates, $53.50; Down, ski Jackets,
$36.95 up; Ladies figure skates,
$27.95. Adidas Roms, $19.95: Squash
racquets. $12.95 up; Racquet-ball racquets, $6.95 up. Community Sports,
3616 West 4th Ave., 733-1612.

NUDIST CONVENTION for World at
UBC organizing committee. Aspirants
please call Patrick 736-7106 and a
meeting can be arranged. All things
changed. Happy Spring.

ORGANICALLY GROWN Okanagan fruit
and vegetables. Wholesale prices in
bulk. Free delivery.738-8828.

11 — For Sale — Private (Cont.)
MIN OX C "SPY CAMERA". Electronic
shutter, black model, w/case, mint
condition, $180. Gord. 325-4539.

70 — Services
INCOME TAX RETURNS — Let m e do
it while you enjoy your day. Call
Mike, 736-6256.

85 — Typing

1972 DATSUN 510. 2 dr., 4 spd., radials,
taoh., city tested, $600 obo. 921-9708
evenings.

TYPING — 75c per page. Fast and accurate by experienced typist. Gordon,
669-8479.

30 — Jobs

CAMPUS DROP OFF point for typing
service. Standard rates. Call Liz, after
6:00 p.m., 733-3690.

CAREER/SALES
OPPORTUNITY
"Vancouver is a growing city and
Sun Life of Canada want to grow
with it. We aire actively in search
of people with a success pattern.
People who enjoy working with people in a sales capacity with one of
Canada's leading insurance companies. A company you can be
proud of — Sun Life of Canada.
Phone 521-3781, Darran Birch &
Pierre Dechaine to arrange on campus interviews, March 1st and 2nd "

35-Lotf
REWARD |FOR RETURN OF GOLD
chain and cross lost in Sedgewick
washroom on Feb. 10th. Great sentimental value. Please contact Sharron
at 525-2701.
LOST—BLUE PENCIL CASE CONTAINing black pouch containing hearing
aid. Reward. Phone Mike 224-9665.

40 — Messages
."'•". T h e unique taste of Southern Comfort, enjoyed for over 125 years.

IN THESE DAYS of socialism and inflation, Subfilms' presentation "The
Last Tycoon" costs only 75c.

DEAR ELEANOR: A post Vanlentine's
day, pre-birthday wish: Happiness ft
success always. Love, HM.

FAST, accurate typist will do typing at
home. Standard rates. Please phone
anytime.
TYPING ESSAYS, THESIS from legible
copy. Fast, efficient service. English,
French, Spanish. 324-9414.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING on IBM. Selectric. Thesis, essay, etc. Kite area.
Standard rates. Phone Lynda, 73&0647.

90-Wanted
WANTED—Used binocular microscope,
widefield eyepiece, low, med., hi-dry
objectives, mech. stage. 324-2678.
WANTED — A bass player and singer
for a rock band. If interested, call
433-7896 or 879-7053.
=ln=lr=lr=lr=ir=ir=Jr=ir=lr=X=r,

USE
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Clyne vs* Persky
in ideology duel
for chancellorship
By MIKE BOCKING
Seldom has an election for any university post offered
such a clear choice between candidates.
The current election for chancellor features a battle
between Jack Valentine Clyne, one of the most powerful
figures in B.C.'s industrial history, and Stan Persky, a
socialist and radical student activist during the 1960s.
But beneath the surface there are surprising similarities
between the two candidates. Both actively protested
against the education policies of the government of the day
while students.
In 1922 militant students, including Clyne, organized the
Great Trek to protest the government's unwillingness to
build a permanent campus.
In the same way, Persky, more than 40 years later tried
to change conditions at UBC, advocating revolutionary
reorganization of the university.
Both are intelligent, articulate and tenacious fighters.
But the similarities end there.

If Clyne and Persky
had been contemporaries

"I would propose to pull together a group of intelligent
people to formulate goals for UBC. He's (McGeer) got this
HAL 900 computer called Walter Harwich who is wrecking
community colleges," said Persky.
And Persky claims the new open university scheme u
veiled by McGeer Wednesday will lead to an oppressive
standardization of education in B.C.
McGeer's proposal is to establish a university education
without attending a formal institution. One aspect of the
program is to transmit lectures to students by television.
"TV will result in a uniform type of student education,"
says Persky. "They're trying to turn people into robots with
this system.
"Education is where people sit down and talk to each
other.
"I hate to say this because it is such a terribly liberal
statement but someone has to make it."
Persky also wants to see administration salaries slashed.
"The president of a university getting more money than
the premier is shit."
He says administrators should make no more money than
professors.
Persky says his chances of winning the election are better
than ever. "Because of the rules of the game I've gone to
the media to conduct the campaign.
"The result of going to the media has been to show a lot of
people what's going on."

they would have been allies

to the era of 19th century
capitalism which
J. V. Clyne represents
we should elect a socialist
chancellor" — Persky

Do away with the profit

motive and you are acting
in a manner totally
contradictory to the human
instinct" — Clyne

In a telephone interview Thursday from the Slumberlodge Motel in Prince Rupert, Persky said he is running
because, as a socialist, it is his obligation to take on the
capitalist system at every opportunity.
Persky, 36, now a sociology lecturer at North Community
College in Terrace, was active in student politics during the
late 1960s and early 1070s.
He was a president of the arts undergraduate society and
the graduate students association, a member of the Alma
Mater Society executive and a two-term student senator.
"I can't lie down and play dead," he says. "We have to
organize wherever and whenever possible."
Persky said that if he is elected he will ask for a review of
the leadership at UBC, particularly the administration.
"There is no secret that Dr. Kenny and his vicepresidents provide no leadership whatsoever.
Not surprisingly Persky is also critical of the policies of
education minister Pat McGeer and says he would establish
a think tank to develop new goals for UBC and the education
department.

"Instead of looking back

u

Persky says he will announce after the election an
economic program to explain how students can financially
survive until they have to get a job.
Persky says he has seen Canada's future and it is
socialist.
"Instead of looking back to the ear of 19th century
capitalism which J. V. Clyne represents we should elect a
socialist chancellor.
"There will be a socialist future."
Clyne, 75, a former B.C. supreme court justice, refuses to
discuss the election with the press.
It is safe to say Clyne's political views have changed
somewhat. In the 1922-23 UBC student annual Clyne is
described as an "out and out socialist."
If Clyne and Persky had been contemporaries they would
have been allies.
But in a 1972 interview Clyne expounded his current
political philosophy.
"Capitalism revolves around profit—an ugly word, but if
you do away with the profit motive you acting in a manner
totally contrary to the human instinct. There is strength in
capitalism.
"Look at non-capitalistic countries; for the ordinary
individual there isn't the same degree of happiness.f
"Money in itself doesn't bring happiness, but quite often
the pursuit of money does.
"A person's first duty to the state is to support himself,
the state has no such obligation to the individual.
"Capitalism means independence for the individual, and
loss of this independence is one of the first signs of
decadence.
"In non-capitalistic countries you're governed by
bureaucrats, and I frankly feel we're getting too damn close
to that, with our growing socialistic legislation.
"What is the establishment? Certainly not just people
who have made a lot of money and are sitting back enjoying
the fruits.
"Nor is it merely those who wield power. I regard the
establishment as the doers, the producers, the builders, the
motivating forces in the community.

"Remember, the heirarchy is subject to the fundamental rule of existance; it doesn't last. Other people
come up; young people, a lot of kids I know at UBC — damn
good people — will be part of the establishment.''
Clyne is described by Peter Newman in The Canadian
Establishment as "one of the few totem establishment
figures B.C. has produced in recent times, a lawyerindustrialist whose power has a charismatic base that has
held beyone institutional authority."
Clyne has earned a reputation as one of the most dynamic
and ruthless of B.C.'s corporate giants.
More than one corporate executive who has stood in his
path has felt Clyne's wrath.
Tycoons at the Vancouver Club still gossip about the
board-room slaughter at the Powell River Company
massacre.
During his 16-year stint as MacMillan Bloedel chief
executive officer a serious dispute arose after a merger
between "MacBlo" and the Powell River Company.
A group of the Powell River Company directors who were
also directors in the newly merged company were prepared
to accept the offer of St. Regis, a rival American company,
to buy five million shares at $3 above the market price.
The deal would have given the American company
control of MacMillan Bloedel, but the Powell River
directors could only get together 2.5 million shares to sell.
The rest had to come from H. R. MacMillan or Prentice
Bloedel.
MacMillan told the directors they would have to consult
Clyne before any deal could be arranged.
In The Canadian Establishment Clyne describes how he
dispatched the directors to other corporate pastures.
"I told the representative of the Powell River group that
the whole deal was entirely improper.

Tycoons at the Vancouver
Club still gossip about the
slaughter at the Powell River
Company massacre
"The price at which the Powell group of directors were
prepared to sell would give them a profit of $3 a share over
the market, which was not available to the general body of
shareholders, and in my opinion the proposed transaction
was legally questionable, improper and unfair to them.
"I told them that their conduct savored of the highest
degree of impropriety and that they were no longer suitable
persons to sit on the board, representing the interests of
shareholders.
"All the directors who had been willing to sell their shares
to St. Regis were not nominated and shareholders were
informed of the reasons."
The bitterness left in the wake of that hatchet job
resurfaced during an argument at a party when Clyne
poured his glass of rye over the former chairman of the
Powell River Co.
The election for chancellor ends Feb. 24 and is currently
being conducted by mailed ballot.
All UBC alumni can vote.
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German students
fight repression
BERLIN (CUP) — Most of West
Germany's 850,000 post-secondary
students participated in a twoweek boycott of classes before
Christmas, and threaten further
actions unless the government
backs down on a series of repressive measures.
Heavier standardized course
loads, inadequate financial aid and
poor employment prospects are
excluding working class youth
from post-secondary education,
according to the German Student
Union.
All these factors, taken with a
new disciplinary code that gives
campuses the right to suspend
"seriously disruptive" students for
two years, will prevent students
from engaging in criticism and
activism, they say.
The union sees the disciplinary
code as a device to get rid of
"politically unsuitable" elements
without having to go through the
long and expensive court process.
The
government
claims:
"Students must be the only group
in the country who are paid to sit
around and plan how best to injure
the hand that is feeding them."
The government has also introduced legislation which would
effectively prevent "extremists"
from securing government jobs, by
demanding that all prospective

Graduate class
grab-bag gifts
go to mail ballot
UBC's graduating students will
vote by mail on how to spend
$10,000 in grad class fees after a
meeting held Thursday to decide
how the money would be spent
dissolved without quorum.
At least 500 students — 10 per
cent of the grad class — would
have had to show up for the noon
meeting to make quorum. The
room booked for the meeting,
Angus 110, only seats about 300
people and was only about half full
early in the meeting.
After the last speaker from the
various organizations requesting
funds for special projects spoke
and many students had left,
quorum was challenged, and grad
class president Bill Black announced the mail ballot. Ballots
listing the projects and fund
requests will be sent out within the
next two weeks, he said.
Black said he was unable to book
a larger room because university
facilities were already booked. By
the time that was determined, he
said, it was too late to book the SUB
auditorium and advertise the
meeting.

BLACK & LEE
TUX sriop
NOW AT
IT 10 SEYMOUR ST.
688-2481

employees swear allegiance to the
constitution.
Over the past two years the
measure has been used to bar some
academics from faculty posts, and
students say the measure was
introduced to end all criticism of
society.

Rape relief
centre urged
for campus
From page 3
But when she spoke to the UBC
detachment two weeks ago, they
told her there had been no indecent
assault, 23 indecent exposures and
15 known cases of rape and attempted rape.
"Their (the RCMP's) statistics
are really screwed up," Andrew
said.
She said police also told her not
to write much about the issue.
Andrew said they told her this
would only encourage people to
commit the acts.
"They (police) said weirdos are
attracted to this area like flies to
sugar," she said.
"The fact is if women aren't
thinking along those lines (that the
university is unsafe), that they
must be careful, that they
shouldn't hitchhike at night on
campus, then they aren't going to
be prepared to handle the (attack)
situation if it arises."
The centre should serve as an
education facility to tell women
about the dangers, Andrew says.
The committee also recommends:
• continued improvement of
lighting and bus-stop locations;
• an ongoing education program
in the student residences and for
the student body at large, including
assertiveness training, selfdefence and rape prevention
procedures, and
• a registered physician on call
24 hours a day to perform medical
examination of rape victims.

Big or Small Jobs
ALSO GARAGES
BASEMENTS
& YARDS

732-9898
CLEAN-UP

AUTOSHIELD
(ROYAL INSURANCE)
February

Mon. - Fri. 9:00 AM - 8:00 PM
Sat. 9:00 AM -5:00 PM
Sun 19th and 26th 9:00 AM - 5:00 PM

Macnaughton Ward & MacKay Ltd.
3730 W. BROADWAY (AT ALftfA)
PARKING ACROSS STREET

228-1441

It takes
more than theoiy
to start a practice.
based on your cash flow.
Small businesses thrive on
sound management and solid
Our capital loans, have terms
financing. You know it, we know
up to 10 years with flexible reit That's why our Business
payment schedules. And both
Program for Professionals
loans are available with optional
combines expert financial advice
life insurance coverage.
with the cold hard cash it takes A
As an independent proto start your business, to keep it
fessional, this program is availgoing, or to expand it.
able to you through any of our
We can provide you with as
branches. Ask about it and you'll
much as $50,000 depending on
find it's more tangible than talk.
your circumstances. Our operating loans are geared to yearly
terms with revolving payments
The business builders.

MM ROYAL BAN K

WOMEN'S ATHLETIC
ASSOCIATION
Nominations for the positions of President, VicePresident, Member-at-large and Secretary are being
accepted from

Feb. 14-28
Nomination forms can be picked up at Room 208 of
Memorial Gym. Elections will be held at a General (
Meeting on

March 9, 1978

YOUR UNIVERSITY AREA BRANCH
10th at SASAMAT - 228-1141
Charlie Mayne - Manager

PAGE FRIDAY

New poems in a new language
The creative arts page of this week's Page Friday features the poetry
of C. John Henricksen, which are written in a new language comprising
different European tongues.
The recent Vancouver appearance of the Toronto Dance Theatre is
reviewed on PF 6.
The Glenn Toppings retrospective exhibition on view at the Fine Arts
Gallery is the subject of a feature on PF 2 and PF 3. The current SUB
gallery exhibition is reviewed on PF 3.

On the music scene, the recent Chick Corea and Herbie Hancock
concert is reviewed on PF 7, as are the Tamahnous production of the
trucking musical 18 Wheels and the Cecilian Ensemble.
Book reviews of the memoirs of Tim Buck and Dorothy Livesay appear on PF 8 and PF 9 respectively.
Vista closes the issue on PF 10.
Illustration by Aubrey Beardsley
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Works of the late Glenn Toppings eulo
By CAROL READ

Glenn Toppings Remembered is a graceful exhibition of the late artist's work. While
friends' remembrances of Toppings are
displayed, the show is not merely an eulogy.
Toppings was born on the prairies of the
dust bowl era and grew up in East Vancouver. After working for several years, he
became interested in painting, designing
theatre sets, and commercial art. He went
to Paris, discovered nobody there had heard
of industrial design, and enrolled in the
Academie de la Grande Chaumiere.
After Europe, Toppings returned to
British Columbia, where he worked at
various jobs until his reputation grew.
Later he taught at UBC and SFU and
became involved with the Fine Arts and
Vancouver Art galleries. His death in 1972
was related to his current art work in fibreglass.
Toppings' earliest works displayed are his
Mixed Media on Shaped Canvas paintings,
from 1962-64. They have been likened to the
Japanese Garden of the Seven Rocks. Like a
formal Japanese rock garden, their beauty
is stark and evolves with contemplation.
The earlier paintings are in pretty blues,
greens and purples, but the colors are
reduced until the last paintings are completely dark and sombre.
Bright colors only add a schizophrenic
element to the powerful canvasses, which
are stretched over wedge and block shapes.
There are interesting troughs where Toppings hid small gold designs, like secrets.
After a bad experience with the Toronto
art world, Toppings turned to fibreglass
sculpture. "I found that I was more concerned with three-dimensional possibilities
and with environmental factors than

decoration," he said. "I'm not saying that
paintings are just decoration but this is the
way they're used whether you want it or
not."
Toppings' Self Explanatory Manufactured
Object (1967) is a typical Sixties non-art
object. Its original purpose may have been
to shock or change conceptions about art,
but it is now a cliche itself.
"I want to eliminate any reference to the
realities of the outside world, to be concerned only with the purely esthetic forms in
a composition that are not limited to the flat
picture plan," Toppings said.
He achieved his desired purely esthetic
forms with his Corner Piece (1971) and
Black Night Rip (1969). Corner Piece is a
triangular fibreglass sculpture which fits, of
course, into a corner. Its polished curves are
beautiful and surprising. Black Night Rip is
a black undulation of fibreglass which gives
the sensation of night on the ocean.
Justine's Table is another delightful object. Toppings built the laminated wood and
fibreglass table for a child, Justine. Its skyblue cloud form, scratched from use, represents Toppings' fusion of gracefulness and
the ordinary.

>V"^.- ^.V-*.*•

Less successful are Toppings' fibreglass
kayaks, which hang from the ceiling. They
give a flow to the room, but are just accessories with little interest themselves.

'
1?rl'

However, the kayaks give the secret of
Toppings' art. "I don't even think about art
any longer, just about things and enjoying
them," he said. "I have to find some way of
living with the fact that I have a propensity
to make objects."
Even if we are not moved by Toppings'
work as lasting art, we should be affected by
this gift to make wonderful objects.
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TOPPINGS' CANVAS . . . colors are reduced until last paintings are completely dark

CORNER PIECE . . . fits perfectly into corner, its polished curves are beautiful and surprising
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art

ized in new show at Fine Arts Gallery

OBJET D'ART . . . Toppings satirizes the commercialization of art and the marketing of works as commodities

/
JUSTINE'S TABLE . . . pleasing sky blue, scratched through use, expresses a delightful, childlike innocence and tranquility

Women students' art show confuses viewers
By DAVID MORTON

Art galleries are fascinating places to be.
If the art on display is boring or disgusting,
the viewers can turn to the reactions of other
viewers and see an entirely different show
that could match or better the one on
display.
Some viewers slowly become enraged and
storm out of the gallery billowing smoke
from their ears, and others quickly falter in
their understanding of the work and wander
out like sleepwalkers from the dream
paintings of Delveaux.
The current exhibit of 15 women students
in UBC's Fine Arts program now on show at
the AMS Art Gallery is just such a show.
While it is receiving some attention, as
evidenced in the amount of remarks in the
comment book, there seems to be general
confusion as to the show's worth.
One woman explained to a friend: "I don't
know whether to laugh at this, or if someone
is laughing at me for trying to take it'
seriously."
An art instructor with a train of students
behind her eagerly explained some of the
techniques used by artists in the show, but
was quite reluctant to place any sort of
judgment on the paintings.
Confusion reigns at this show. It is not so
much that the art is bad, rather it is conFriday, February 17, 1978

fusing because of the experimental nature of
the work that is common to most students'
work.
It is not that the artists are progressively
exploring new areas of art. In fact most of
the work is unoriginal. Rather the artists
are searching for a new form of expression
in themselves. This aspect of experimentation is seen in the style of using
studies of different motifs or objects and
extrapolating their forms over several
different paintings.
Chairs on Parade by Carol Frank, for
instance, takes a common canvas lawn
chair and rejects or expands on the linear
aspects of the chair's form. Over the course
of four paintings, the chair becomes merely
a set of lines barely suggesting the actual
form.
The problem with Frank's work is that she
seems to be going off into different directions with each painting, rather than moving
consistently in one direction. In one of the
four, an abstract face appears in the style of
a Francis Bacon accident painting. A
mistake, perhaps, is changed into an interesting embellishment adding an entirely
new possibility to the study. But she leaves
off there, only to go somewhere else.
THE

The "study" format of the works on
display leaves the viewer unsure of the
artists' worth. They are clearly "works in
progress" and it is expected that eventually
something good will come out of it all. As of
yet, few of the artists, if any, show signs of
virtuosity in their media. Each of them
seems to specialize in certain a r e a s but
complete control in the execution of the
work is lacking.
Gloria Masse, for instance is strong in
anatomy drawing and painting. Her untitled
painting of arms in a box is effective only for
the arms themselves. She captures an underlying tension in the otherwise dead arms
with spontaneous brushstrokes. Her colors
in this painting are bright, almost gaudy,
adding strength to the already effective
statement.
But she seems capable of little else,
leaving the box and the box's surrounding
environment with little attention at all. It
leaves the viewer with the sense that the
painting is not yet finished.
Perhaps the most interesting work in the
exhibit is that of Wendy Hamlin's. Her three
works are based on a rhinoceros motif.
The first, entitled Shamarian, shows this
massive creature charging at something off
canvas. It is a blue-green turquoise color
which seems to lighten the effect of the
UBYSSEY

threatening idea. Its feet barely seem to
touch the ground as it charges onward.
The other two works by Hamlin show this
same picture in two different environments.
The same picture of the rhinoceros is
displayed as if it is a canvas in a contrasting
situation. In Diary II, it is seen at the base of
the stone lions of the Lions' Gate Bridge.
Hamlin handles the strength of this
animal well, not complicating the painting
with too many other elements. Her ironic
juxtapositions of this motif in other areas
show a sense of humor providing a nice
break from the academic atmosphere of the
show.
Humor is also evident in the work of
Marjorie McLean — Harris, the only other
artist worthy of note. Her gruesome fixation
with chicken feet is lightened somewhat by
the titles. One of her works is of three
chicken feet hanging on clothes pegs in a
small blue box. (One gathers these are real
chicken feet by the description of techniques
in the blurbs beside the paintings.) The title
of the work is Use Omo, Because Omo
Washes Whiter. Enough said.
One only hopes that negative criticism of
the show will not affect the artists too much.
Clearly there is positive feedback coming
from somewhere (maybe the teachers?),
whether the work is good or not.
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Poems for a new age

By C. JOHN HENRICKSEN
ENRICKSEN
Herewith some poetry. I hope that we are evolving a new
North American tongue, which is why there are foreign
words in what is English poetry. I believe that this new
language will sound like a mixture of Cree and modern
Greek. It will be gained at much expense of suffering by us
all and it will be a great and noble tongue. Anyone with a
slight knowledge of continental languages will be able to
decipher these verses.

C—^

Shining star over Lake Erie
This seed grows rapidly in the minds of the photostat man or men
Of broken China.
The black enamelled Wedgewood samovar ex cathedra sits.
We light candles to the spirit
Of the hardy Pioneers.
The ones who died at Stalingrad, stupid;
Not those gemutlich do-nothings in sod huts
and leather canoes.
Performing and ascending the scaling machine
across the blue lake to the famous
Shrine of fish. Pourquoi, ame de moi est-ce que
je suis la fleur des morts sales?

Germania nix dixit
The herald harks to wake. Waffenstillstand criere
los amigos neutrales.
Don Mendes Freyo has given his blood to find
gold in Amerika, kameraden f abriken est non ludo.
Linguals hate bionic men; birdmen are simple.
Peenemunde excelled in top hats and diamond ring
fatigues most awful.
Flora — the crack regiment between her legs
would have perished from perfume.
Schedule B that was. Schedule A called for the
Exhumation cadaverous of Miss Queenie Thomson.
I like square full stops,
How about you?

Sport masque
Question mark. The point-to-point went well
as de la Ramee had foretold.
The extraneous windows were shielded by
Don't interpret, justify.
The Carnegie Trust involved seven blunt beasts,
eager for knowledge.
He wants, she desires and I take an adverb,
not a gust of wind.
This shift of class in a Hurricane or words to that
effect were chosen posthumously,
After the soil was redeemed. Point six, three-four-one,
horrido, horrido.

Illustration by Aubrey Beardsley

Sly bodies

Mein liede schwester

Got inStuka!!!
Voila Descartes, the damsel of lightning above his
head. These froggy waters where ego dwells
Unbeknownst to ancient sprecht habe many cayos.
The huzzah caps flugen along the Zee beside the classified.
My old gelt dent informs me that prayer happens
best when added to a slow-simmered broth.
Le neveu Christian the Third, schooled in digits
and wearing fox gloves to play lacrosse in has red hair.
This reflex I dub the furnace complex. It is indistinct
From the capitalization melody.
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Musical friends aging, dreaming exactly
and hating Russian.
The Agenda sports car being mine in a federation of
cacophanous phyjamas diaphanous.
Martha is the Carpathian wilderness and the serried film can.
This Tuareg male
Who excommunicated her apprentice chooses words for
their beauty and men for their vices.
Why was I not born a woman? To have sex
and children whenever I want to —
This would be unreadable scriptful bliss.
Other symbols of felicity in Sancta sanctorum.
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Accidents plague nuclear research
ByCARLRIBBLE
The Soviets launched a small seasurveillance satellite sometime in September of last year that was destined to
cause World-wide shock and apprehension.
Less than two months after launching,
Cosmos 954 slipped out of its 240 kilometer
high orbit. The satellite contained 47
kilograms of highly enriched Uranium 235 in
a 440 kilogram reactor to reportedly meet
the power requirements of its radar
equipment.
As a safety precaution, the device was
fitted with explosive bolts and a separate
rocket thruster so that, upon radio command, the satellite would blow apart and the
reactor would be transported to a higher and
more stable orbit. Apparently this safety
feature proved faulty, and the Cosmos 954
dropped through the atmosphere onto
Canadian soil in the early morning of
January 24, bringing with it the potentially
dangerous Uranium 235.
This is just another incident in a continuing line of mishaps and tragedies which
have occurred with radioactive substances
since a chap called Wilhelm Konrad
Roentgen discovered X-rays in 1895. On
November 8 of that year Roentgen, while
working in a dark room with a cathode-ray
tube enclosed in black cardboard, noticed
that a nearby fluorescent screen began to
glow. When he placed his hand between the
tube and the screen, he could see a shadow
of the bones of his hand. This surprising
discovery paved the way for research which
eventually led to the discovery of uranium
fission.
The first nuclear accident probable occurred shortly after the Curies succeeded in
extracting and purifying radium in 1898.
Henri Becquerel, a French physicist, obtained a small glass vial of this radium and
carried it in his pocket for several days.
After a short time he found his skin in that
area was burned. Becquerel's burn was
followed by many radiation-caused injuries
and deaths which resulted from a basic
ignorance of the lethal nature of radioactive
substances.

COSMOS 954 SATELLITE . . . crashed

Madame Curie repeatedly exposed herself
to the damaging rays of radioactive substances and eventually died from
radioactive poisoning. Her daughter Irene
suffered the same fate.
Curie's husband and fellow researcher,
Pierre Curie, conducted what was probably
the first biological test of how radium rays
affected living cells by exposing a small
portion of his arm to them for ten hours.
Curie found that after the action of the rays
the skin became red over a surface area of
Friday, February 17, 1978

EFFECTS OF RADIATION EXPOSURE . . . as shown by drawings of early radiologists' hands

six square centimeters and looked like a from overexposure to the X-rays. As a result the world rids itself of such nuclear murder
burn, although the skin was not painful.
many of their patients suffered deleterious weapons the longer we can expect to live as
After several days the redness, without effects. By 1922 it was estimated that over a race. If the Cosmos 954 satellite was such a
growing larger, began to increase in in- one hundred of these radiologists had died device, then it can only be condemned.
tensity and on the twentieth day formed as a result of overexposure to radiation.
Experimenting with nuclear material for
scabs and then a wound. "Fifty-two days
Between 1915 and 1930 thousands of people peaceful purposes cannot be stopped if we
after the action of the rays," wrote Curie, actually d r a n k radium as a medical realistically hope to cope with medical,
"there is still a surface of one square cen- treatment for arthritis. One physician alone population and energy problems of t h e
timeter in the condition of a wound, which during this period administered radium future. Already many medical treatments
assumes a greyish appearance indicating salts to about 5,000 patients.
employ radioactivity and nuclear power is
deeper mortification." It seems that the
considered as a possible future energy
damaging short-term effects of radiation
Indeed, until 1932 radium administration source. What we must do is create a globe
were discovered very early.
was actually listed in the "New and Non- encompassing sense of responsibility for
The many early radiation tragedies official Remedies" of the American Medical enforcing strict safety measures when
resulted from an ignorance of the Association. It wasn't until the early 1930s working with nuclear substances.
devastating long-term effects of radiation. that all the lethal effects of radioactivity
The Canadian government must now
Such effects are now known to include loss of began to surface and knowledge of the full
hair, production of malignant growths, skin dimensions of the radioactivity beast began vigorously demand full compensation from
the Soviets for any costs which resulted
changes, leukemia, lung and ovarian to take shape.
from searching for and isolating potentially
tumors, increased probability of genetic
These findings brought about a new dangerous fragments of the Cosmos 954. As
mutations, permanent sterility, premature
respect for radiation and the number of survivor of the first nuclear satellite acaging and shortening of the life span.
Most researchers and radiologists in the quack remedies and needless public ex- cident, Canada inherits the role of world
early nuclear age either died from or at posures to radiation decreased, although as leader in a movement whose goals will be to
least suffered from some of these effects. late as 1953 a company based in Denver, ensure that any nuclear payloads shot into
But scientists were not the only group of Colorado was promoting the sale of a orbit be governed by stringent safety
radium-containing contraceptive jelly.
measures.
people exposed to radiation at this time.
One of the first widely publicized radiation
Ignorance was the key word in most of
Canada must demand this from both
tragedies affecting the public took place in a these early tragedies. In retrospect, we can nuclear superpowers, the Americans and
radium dial painting plant in New Jersey look back at these incidents and grimace at the Soviets. If Canada doesn't succeed in
during World War I. This plant employed their innocent stupidity. Our new-found gaining compensation and fails to assume
women to paint the dials of clocks and knowledge of how to deal with a nuclear age this role, then we are condoning an
various war gadgets with radium, which is based on the suffering and the lives of irresponsible attitude towards nuclear
enabled one to read these dials at night.
many people. To play irresponsibly with payloads, and setting the stage for future,
Most of these women developed the habit anything radioactive today could only be more disastrous nuclear satellite accidents.
of wetting their brushes by touching them to classified as a calculated, premeditated
Defence Minister Barney Danson has
the tips of their tongues, thereby ingesting drive for suicide.
stated that procedures to gain compensation
minute amounts of radium every time they
The answer to reducing nuclear risks, from the Soviets have begun through the
did this. The radium paint itself, when
outside the body, was relatively harmless. according to certain anti-nuclear and en- United Nations, based on the 1967 Outer
groups, is to simply stop Space Treaty which makes nations liable for
But when ingested the radium came into vironmental
with nuclear material of any kind. payment of compensation for damage
direct contact with living cells, a very working
stand is extremely unrealistic. Ad- caused by space objects they launch. One
dangerous situation. During the mid-20s and This
mittedly,
any further use of nuclear can only hope that Canada doesn't back
early 1930s many of these women became material for
military means adds to the down in this procedure and takes a vigorous
seriously ill, suffering from many of the overkill situation
which already exists role ensuring the safety of all nations.
latent effects of radioactivity. More than between the superpowers,
and the sooner
The nuclear age ticks on.
fifteen deaths occurred which could be
directly attributed to radiation poisoning.
Air-Borne Radionuclides
It was found very early in the history of
Fallout,
Fallout.
nuclear science that one of the effects of
exposure to X-rays was an eventual loss of
hair. In the mid-20s many beauty shops
installed X-ray machines and offered a hair
remover treatment. Some of the operators
were aware of some of possible dangers of
radioactivity, but ignored them. The
treatments were advertised under various
names: "Epilax Ray", "Light Treatment",
"Short Wave Treatment", in fact any name
that didn't imply radio-activity.
The business was a smashing success. Its
market came from women who wanted hair
removed permanently and painlessly from
their face, legs, thighs, breasts and even the
pubic area. As the years passed cases of
radioactive dermititis, horrible burns,
painful ulcerations and cancer resulting
from such treatments found their way to
dermitologists everywhere.
One of the most prominent victims of
early nuclear technology was the medical
profession. X-rays were hailed as a major
breakthrough in the health sciences and
radiology fast became an established
branch. Early radiologists, not knowing the
latent dangers of radioactivity, failed to
protect both themselves and their patients
THE

PATHWAYS OF RADIATION . . . various ways it reaches the human body
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Toronto Dance Theatre lacks feeling
By WILL WHEELER

The last time I saw the Toronto
Danee Theatre perform, the
production was staged in Toronto.
That was several years ago, but I
remember distinctly one of the
pieces, in which a number of short
dances were presented under a
scoreboard marked Life vs. Art.
It was all in fun of course, and
points would be racked up according to the action on stage.
After attending last weekend's
performance, their first in Vancouver for some time, I was not
really sure which side had come
out ahead.
Admittedly, it was necessary for
the company to change within the
space of two years. However, the
change has not been for the better.
The two performances were
marked by a wittiness that showed
an understanding and love for
dance that is characteristic of the
TDT. Naturally enough, since the
company is one of the foremost
modern dance organizations in
Canada.
It is securely established and is
close to New York which is the
centre of Martha Graham's activity. This is important, the
Graham technique being the un
derlying style of the company,
since it allows an easy interchange
of teachers and students between
the two cities.
However, maturity seems not to
have artistically benefitted the
company. Max Wyman, the dance
critic for the Vancouver Sun,
thought they were delightful. Sorry
Max, wrong again.
However I would be hard pressed
to find fault with the performances
given by the dancers. Most important for dancers in the modern
style, their individual qualities
were used in a positive manner. At
the same time, they showed an
ability
to fully
complete
movements and to do so in a
graceful way (Some of the leg
raises were breathtaking.
The choreography helped the
dancers in their task by not
PANGO-PANGO (UNS) —
Denizens of this island paradise
were shocked to hear of the
mysterious arrival of persona non
grata Rat McSneer, who slipped
into the kingdom through the backdoor with the aid of a fifth column,
the Calumny Disassociation.
McSneer's apparent intent was
to disrupt the rule of Dog Kennel
with an insidious plot to keep
islanders watching their Tunnelvision sets in the hopes of
becoming educated and misunemployed.
The scheme was reviled by
outgoing blorg misrepresentative
Pale Can-do and silly reprehensible assembly dictator Jock
DeMacho, who called it an attempt
to change the channels of
education in the kingdom.
Elsewhere on this tiny island
kingdom coconut baron Mangy
Swine and socialite Damn Pesky
were battling an election for the
prancellorship, the kingdom's
highest honorary post.

demanding
abstract
configurations that require absolutely
correct timing in order to be done
correctly. Since the dancers as a
result were relaxed and enjoying
themselves, the audience was also
allowed to relax and enjoy.
To be fair, the choreography was
witty and it was human. But it was
not dramatic and it was not
moving.
Dance for its own sake is interesting, especially for other
dancers. However, as the term
"dance theatre" implies, there is
more to it than that. The TDT
seemed to be for the most part
interested in parodying its o w n
technique and that of days gone by.
Somehow, this strikes me as being
artistically incestuous.
In all this, what becomes of the
ritual and magic, the drama,
which lies at the base of dance?
Perhaps it is the tendency towards
abstraction in modern dance which
I am protesting. In that case,
perhaps what is needed is that
modern dance should approach the
ballet in fusing dance, music,
theatre and the plastic arts in
order to present a complete
drama.
The pieces presented on the night
I was in attendance were: National
Spirit, Recital, Quartet, Curious
Schools, and A Simple Melody.
National Spirit was cute, very
cute, featuring dancers and tennis

shoes (a sure way of getting
laughs), doing calisthenics and
assorted antics to the Stars and
Stripes and other such tunes. The
national spirit was of course that of
the United States.
It was appropriate as a "warmup" for the evening, but unfortunately the same sort of trackmeet atmosphere carried over into
Recital. This piece re-created a
cocktail party with the intention to
amuse, largely through dance
steps that were parodies of other
dancers' steps.
One of the funniest moments
came when one of the female
dancers did a priceless dying swan
imitation. She swooned, fell into
waiting arms and was lifted aloft.
Then, contrary to convention, she
went limp, leaving one of the
others to exclaim, "She's dead. But
what will we do? The piece isn't
finished yet". Even with all this
tomfoolery, there was some
beautiful dance.
Quartet was a conventionally
abstract TDT piece and a mild
attempt at getting beneath the
surface of wittiness. The program
said it was divided into the Bonds
of Circumstance, the Bonds of
Desire,
and
the
Ties
Acknowledged, but I saw no more
than four people playing with a
rope.
Curious
Schools
was
choreographed and danced solo by

Danny Grossman, one of the on the right track. (He also
company's leading lights, who choreographed National Spirit).
represents much of the company's
A Simple Melody was playing for
weaknesses as well as its laughs on its grandest scale. Men
strengths.
in shower-curtain costumes with
The piece was funny and to a ruffles, dancers in jock costume,
certain extent thought-provoking, pseudo-Nazi leather gear and
but it was more mime and gym- finally in super-hero outfits.
nastics than dance. Grossman is a
It was all very well done and
dancer with an exceptional quite clever, but the whole evening
capacity for fluidity and self- lacked something. It's a vague
projection, as well as a good sense feeling that one has when talent is
of humor. But one wonders if he's being wasted.

NOTICE
Tuition Fee
Income Tax
Receipts
Available
Feb. 21, 1978
Dept. of Finance
General Service
Admin. Building

emptiest
IN G E R M A N - ENGLISH SUBTITLES
S H O W T I M E S : 1 Show - 8 P.M.
warning: Occasional
sex, coarse language
throughoutr-B.C. Dir.

From the outrageous No.1 Best-Seller
HHMAK
>H«iiHllN.s
I'M SIN

8:30 to 4:00 p.m.
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18 Wheel trucks along in high style
By NICHOLAS READ
Breaker 1-9, breaker 1-9, hey
there good buddy, this is the Ole
N.R. comin' at yuh again. This
time I'm gonna tell yuh 'bout one
hell of a musical show that's really
gonna knock your socks off. Yes,
this one's got rowdy men, women,
laughs and a whole rig full of tunes
that'll really get that old foot to
stompin'.
Eighteen Wheels
Written and directed by John Gray
City Stage Theatre until Feb. 18
You'll have to pardon that brief
indulgence but after seeing the
Tamahnous production of the
truckin' musical Eighteen Wheels,
I just couldn't resist.
Eighteen Wheels is John Gray's
endearing and lighthearted tribute
to the Canadian trucker, the
forgotten hero of the highway. It is
a composite of stories, rhymes and
songs that takes an affectionate
look at the never-ending trials and
heartaches facing any one of the
thousands who earn their living by
driving those multi-ton behemoths
across the country.
The show is loosely separated
into four segments,
each

presenting a different facet of the
trucker's life. The opening is a
rousing medley of songs sung by
the production's three principals,
Edward Astley, Barbara Williams
and Stephen Miller,
that
humorously introduces the world
of the trucker. It is a combination
C.B. radio dialogue and Canadian
travelogue that puts the evening
(pardon the pun) into high gear.
From there, we move on to visit
the watering hole of every driver,
the legendary truck-stop and
cafeteria. Inside we meet Lloyd
and Jim, two tired truckers, as
Jiey sing praises to their hashslinging sweetheart, Sadie, in a
sequence entitled The Star of the
Hollywood Grill.
Williams plays the hard-luck
waitress who dreams and sings of
drinking brandy with her tea in the
big city. She presents a variety of
singing styles as she laments over
Sadie's pitiable existence, but the
undeniable stand-out of the set is a
brief, but hilarious mimicry of
Gladys Knight and the Pips, done
trucker style, by the three
protagonists. (I'll leave that to
your imagination.)
Eighteen Wheels then takes a
See PF 8: TRUCKING

EDWARD ASTLEY . . . handles 18 Wheels with no breaks

Baroque group enriches scene
ByROBERTJORDAN
Vancouver's Cecilian Ensemble presently consists of a trio
of musicians dedicated to the
performance of baroque and early
classical chamber music. Their
names are Carlo Novi, Susie
Napper and Patrick Wedd.
The actual origins of the group
were somewhat nebulous. Things
began in 1973 simply as a group of
Vancouver musicians drawn
together by a mutual interest in
baroque chamber music.
By 1974 it had coalesced into the
basic core of musicians named
above. However, additional guest
artists are the rule rather than the
exception.
Such artists have included Peter
Hanna, recorder, Janet See, flute
and Stanley Ritchie, violin, among
others.
The unifying philosophy behind
the ensemble's interpretational
approach is "that the music of
earlier times takes on new vitality

when approached in a historically
appropriate manner."
The members of the ensemble
perform on original instruments
(or replicas) of the period and do
have an intense involvement with
the music they perform.
They perform an average of a
dozen concerts a year for each of
which they practise assiduously
every day for up to two weeks
beforehand. The superlative
results are eloquent testimony to
this dedication.
Novi, who performs the baroque
violin, comes from Germany. Most
of his music making at the present
is on the west coast of North
America but past endeavours have
included performances in Berlin
and study in Belgium.
Napper, the cellist of the group,
is from London, England. Like
Novi, most of her performing is on
the west coast nowadays also. Her
studies have taken her to the
Guildhall School of Music, the
Juilliard School and the Paris
Conservatoire.

the native Canadian of the
Cecilian Ensemble is Wedd who
performs the harpsichord and
organ. He comes from Toronto and
holds degrees from the University
of Toronto and UBC (in organ
performance). Wedd keeps himself
tremendously busy, largely in
Vancouver, with frequent performances of both early and new
music, both as soloist and with
various groups.
The Cecilian Ensemble as a
whole has an extremely unified
approach to the music it plays with
Novi being unquestionably the
dominant personality. His playins
is of such outstanding calibre that
this cannot be considered in any
way a detriment to the group.
A concert by the Cecilian Ensemble is certainly an event not to
be missed. The next one is tonight
at 8:30 p.m. in Ryerson United
Church. It will consist of baroque
and early classical music from
Germany and Austria. One could
do no better than to go and hear it.
Take cushions.

D00NESBURY
FANS REJOICE!
IT'S

Doonesbury's
JIMMY THUDPUCKER
And Th« Walden W«st Rhythm Section

Corea, Hancock telepathize
By STEVE SIM KIN
Herbie Hancock and Chick Corea
put on an amazing display of
keyboard telepathy at the Orpheum last Thursday night. Their
contrasting styles complemented
each other while staying clear of
each other's way most impressively.
The program opened with
Someday My Prince Will Come, a
tune which is associated with Miles
Davis, who is both Herbie's and
Chick's prime mentor. The song
was introduced by a lengthy
prelude, which was based, loosely,
on the harmonies of Snow White's
famous lament. It was not until the
theme was finally stated that much
of the audience was able to relax in
recognition.
A Corea composition, entitled
Homecoming, followed. It was a
beautifully written piece in triple
meter, which led into a largely
percussive free section. Thankfully, the p.a. system, which had
been disturbing during the first
tune, was extinguished for the rest
of the concert. The idea of miking
grand piano duets in the Orpheum
is barbaric.
George Gershwin's Liza was
Friday, February 17, 1978

resurrected as a tribute to Art
Tatum next. The four-handed
stride in the beginning and ending
statements was a delight. The
improvisation in between built to
uncomfortable intensity, staying
just within the structure of the
song.
The first half ended with an
improvised duet. Corea's insidethe-piano work in this piece was by
far the best I've heard. Chick
organized a variety of sounds into
real music. The audience's
laughter at this point was unfortunately timed.
After the intermission, the
pianists performed Bela Bartok's
Ostinato from the Mikrokosmos. It
was well played, and I, for one,
would have appreciated a couple of
additional movements.
Each musician was then given a
solo spot. Corea's offering was a
rondo of sorts, with his usual
Spanish feel. In terms of invention
and pianistics it was superb. Chick
took his theme in many diverse
directions, developing each, and
somehow returning to his starting
place between them.
If Hancock's solo work seemed
pale following Corea's, his ensemble playing more than kept up,

as was demonstrated, in the
ostensible closing medley of the
night, which consisted of Herbie's
Maiden Voyage and Chick's La
Fiesta. On both tunes Hancock's
concise, driving statements excited more than Chick's, which
meandered aimlessly at times.
Audience enthusiasm brought
the pair back for an encore, a
short, cooking rendition of Walkin'.
Hancock's and Corea's willingness
to continue playing, after what had
already been nearly three hours of
demanding music, testifies to the
sincerity of their abundant praise
for each other.
Two
non-musical
but
inescapable features; of the concert
were the performers' constant
schtick and the audience's
ridiculous behavior. The former,
which can get annoying at concerts
of lesser quality, here served to
allow the musicians and listeners
alike a breather between rounds of
music. The latter, on the other
hand, was pretty damned
frustrating. I know that the people
are there to have a good time, but
during quiet spots in the music,
Lon Chaney impressions just don't
make it.
THE
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JIMMY THUDPUCKER
GREATEST HITS
INCLUDES MUSIC FROM THE
NBC-TV D00NESBURY SPECIAL
ON R C A RECORDS
AVAILABLE AT
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Buck writes communist memoirs

By ERIC WALBERG
Reprinted from The Excalibur
By Canadian University Press
The memoirs of Tim Buck,
leader of the Communist Party of
Canada (CPC) from 1929 to 1962,
provide an opportunity not only to
analyze some
longstanding
historical questions but also to
view Buck critically as an international communist leader, and to
consider the legacy of the CPC for
contemporary political life.
Yours in the Struggle,
Reminiscences of Tim Buck
NC Press, 414 pages
The writing is conversational in
style — the memoirs were
originally taped in 1965 for the CBC
and were to be edited by Buck.
Unfortunately,
his
health
deteriorated shortly after the
tapings and he was never able to
return to them. Only after his
death in 1973 and four years of
delays have they been published.
Despite the delays, they are still
fascinating and full of surprises.
To my mind, they establish Buck
(though he was never elected to
parliament himself), as the most
important figure in recent
Canadian political history.
For instance, his release from
prison in 1934 was the occasion for
what is still the largest political
rally in Canada's history (though

he modestly makes only a vague
reference to this) in Maple Leaf
Gardens.
The other major political
protagonists of this era all treated
Buck and the CPC certainly with
fear and occasionally with respect.
During his imprisonment under
Bennett's 'Iron Heel,' Buck was
asked by the prison inmates to give
a course on Marxism, though it had
to be conducted in complete
secrecy.
The inmates learned quickly.
They promptly organized a sitdown strike (prison conditions then
were even worse than today), and
got Buck to negotiate an independent investigation of prison
conditions on their behalf. The
RCMP attempted to assassinate
him for this — a unique distinction
in Canadian politics.
James Woodsworth and Buck
had been quite close politically in
the 1920s, and with CCFCommunist co-operation, Ontario
could have had a socialist
government in 1943. Unfortunately,
the CCF thought it could make it
alone and refused to 'trade off
ridings — thus, the Communists
elected only 2 members and the
CCF, 34. (The Communists did not
put up candidates in certain leftwing but predominantly CCF
ridings and campaigned for the
CCF there, but the CCF refused to
do likewise).

Ontario would not likely have
become the bastion of conservatism it is today if this election
had had a different outcome.
Wily Mackenzie King was aware
of the threat of a post-WW II
coalition of the left, as was happening throughout Europe, and as
a result implemented a then
radical platform of social security
and welfare. Believe it or not,
every Canadian, according to the
labor laws of that time, is supposed
to have a right to a job!
St. Laurent certainly feared and
hated the Communists. In Convocation Hall (U of T) in 1947, the
then Minister of External Affairs
told a select audience of Canada's
business elite that "in this great
struggle to preserve Christianity
. . . from atheistic Bolshevism . . .,
leadership will have to be taken by
our great neighbor to the south and
this fact makes it necessary for us
to reconsider our foreign policy
from its foundations." It appears
that we have Buck to thank for
Canada's economic strangulation
by our friendly southern neighbor.
Even if you disagree that Buck
himself played a key role in
Canadian politics, you will agree
that this is the most important
(and
interesting)
political
document to be published in recent
years (excepting, of course, King's
confessions of a libertine).
If you're still not convinced, try

Trucking songs entertain
From PF 7
turn for the serious as we relive the
horrors of a pile-up on Highway 400
in a piece called Night Driving.
Stephen Miller plays an agonized
driver who, with the assistance of
narrators Williams and Astley,
gives a grim and graphic scenario
of a multi-vehicle accident on an
icy freeway.
But the production then gets back
on the laugh track as we are told of
the saga of Lloyd and Molly. Lloyd
(the same guy from the truck-stop)
is an independent trucker who has
marital problems in the form of his
wife Molly.
Molly isn't happy about being
left alone while Lloyd is on the road
and is left with no choice, or so she
says, but to take a lover. But Molly
is not very discreet, and her infidelity is soon discovered by
Lloyd. From then on, he plays it
safe by taking her with him on his
hauls but unfortunately for Lloyd,
this is when his troubles really
begin.
• John Gray's songs are enormously entertaining and are
performed with enough nasal
twang to satisfy even the most diehard country music fan. But for
those of us who can't abide that
Nashville tripe, Gray has also
seasoned these songs with a liberal
helping of good old-fashioned rock
n' roll.
But even the best of songs can be
ruined without the right group of
singers. Fortunately however,
Gray has found a winning blend of
voices in Astley, Williams and
Miller, and choosing the best of the
three would be a formidable if not
impossible assignment. Edward
Astley and Stephen Miller are two
of the funniest and most talented
truckers you'll ever hope to meet.
Both are outstanding actors and
comics, and they perform their
roles with indefatigable verve and
energy.
Barbara Williams belts out her
numbers with all the power of a
Streisand, but with a country
flavor. She is also a top-notch
comedienne who gives her male
counterparts a run for their
money.
The current run of Eighteen
Wheels at the City Stage is an
encore series of performances. The
show had a triumphant run in
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Vancouver theatres last year night performance with none of the
before embarking on a year-long mistakes.
tour of the B.C. Interior. But after
It is entertaining, lively and pure
a year of touring, the production fun. So, thank you, John Gray and
shows all the freshness of a first ten-four good buddy, over and out.

Fistfn

this: in 1942 while the CPC was incarcerating similar politicos for
illegal, U.S. army intelligence collaborating with our allies (the
contacted the party and recruited so-called atheistic Bolsheviks).
20 East Europeans from the
However, much more 'rewriting
Canadian party to do intelligence of history' is necessary. Like
work in Nazi-occupied Europe. Khruschchev's memoirs, those of
Within four years the same U.S. Buck were prepared during the
and Canadian 'intelligence' was
See PF 9: COMMIE
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Livesay book fuels Cqnlit cynics
By CAROL READ
For those of us who still believe
that sneering at Canadian
literature is sophisticated, Dorothy
Livesay has provided Right Hand
Left Hand to sneer at.
The book, a collection of diary
extracts, letters, poems, stories,
clippings and pictures from the
1930s, interspersed with Livesay's
reminiscences, should be admired
for being published, however. Few
people today would print its contents.
Right Hand Left Hand
By Dorothy Livesay
Press Porcepic, Erin, Ont. 280
pages
Despite the cover's claim that
Livesay is "one of Canada's bestknown and best-loved poets," her
work does not regularly appear in
anthologies, although she won two
Governor-General's
Awards.
There are many excellent
Canadian writers; Livesay is not
one of them. Only people who
equate CanLit with medicine in
musty bottles should take a dose of
her.
What is the interest of her book?
Well, the subtitle says it's "A true
life of the Thirties: Paris, Toronto,
Montreal, the West and Vancouver. Love, politics, the
Depression and feminism."
Voyeurs curious about Livesay's
"true life" will be satisfied only
with reports of love affairs and a
photo of Dorothy sunbathing
topless with two friends. There are
diary extracts and letters which
reveal her actions, but they show
little of her emotional life. In 1932,
she wrote, "I am more or less in a
tunnel now, as a person, without
any illusions or much interest in
anybody."
The exotic appeal of Paris and
Montreal is not reflected in Livesay's writing. In Paris, she reports
on her political activities and
studies, but wastes little space on
the beauties of the city. Instead,
she sees hunger, unemployment
and poverty.
"Politics, the Depression and
feminism" are the real themes of

the book. Livesay became a
Communist and was active in
many groups and protests, as well
as the magazines Masses and New
Frontier.
We understand her feelings when
she portrays the conditions of the
Caughnawaugha Indians, the beet
workers, and the coal miners. We
feel her anger when an "agit-prop"
(agitation-propaganda) play is
banned in Toronto.
Revolted by the conditions in
Canada, Livesay turned to Russia
as a guide. Her poem "Canada to
the Soviet Union" reflects her
admiration of Russia: "Because of
you, we have learned that soon
'this kind of thing' (oppression)/Will flower above ruthlessness." And what about Stalin?
Livesay admits "only years later
. . . the false actions and factional
tactics were revealed to me in their
real light." However, while she
was disgusted with herself for
"being so duped," she does not
hate the communists or "redbait." She was duped because "no
one else except the communists,
seemed concerned about the plight
of our people, nor to be aware of
the threat of Hitler and war."
Most of Livesay's plays, poems
and stories reveal her politics.
They are about the oppressed
masses she defends, yet there are
condescending notes. In the radio
play, The Times Were Different?,
her New York black characters are
nothing but stereotypes. "What are
you talkin' about, honey chile? You
is the one that went and done it,"
drawls a black social worker.
Livesay's message is that while
equal rights are great, even
educated blacks cannot speak
proper English.

Livesay's writing is as profound coterie of bourgeois intellectuals."
as Rod McKuen's. An example of She quotes The Waste Land to
her poetry is "Early morning/ prove her point. Incredible.
litter still/ in the gutters/ on the
Of Sitwell, Livesay says,
sill." She justifies such nursery "aristocratic wit and a constant
rhymes by saying she writes for attempt to render sensations at all
the "common man."
costs, by all manner of means,
When people use that excuse abound in her work." "The fire is
they are really excusing inferior furry as a bear/ And the flames
work. It's the reason commercial purr" and "The crude pink
television networks give for their stalactites of rain/ are sounding
from the boughs again" are Sitwell
cheaper programs.
lines which Livesay quotes. They
Still, we could overlook her are the most imaginative writing
writing if she did not attack better in the book.
writers so maliciously. Her
But the question arises, has it
favorite victims areT. S. Eliot and any
sort of value at all?" Livesay
Edith Sitwell.
asks of Sitwell's work. We wonder
Eliot, she maintains, is "socially the same of Livesay's book.
valuable only to a very small
There are some bright spots in

Right Hand Left Hand. Besides the
T.S. Eliot and Sitwell extracts,
there is a letter from Dr. Norman
Bethune in Madrid. Bethune writes
of the International Brigade and
his pioneer work in blood transfusions at the front.
As for Livesay, her many stories,
poems and plays become
monotonous and repetitious. There
is too much emphasis on politics
and too little on unique individuals
instead of stereotypes. Nevertheless, Livesay's personality
manages to come across to us.
She seems a "nice" woman, but
politically and culturally naive.
Her publishing of Right Hand Left
Hand is an unfair blow to the image
of Canadian literature.

RAINBOW
Vancouver s most exciting disco!

In the ^AA^S-** on the Harbourside 1133 West Hastings Street, Tel.689-9211

Commie
From PF 8
leader's retirement without party
approval, and thus do not claim to
be definitive. Therein lies both
their strength and their weakness.
On the one hand, they are frank
and full of the lively personality of
an outstanding leader; on the other
hand, they are rambling and at
times confusing because of the
inadequate conditions under which
they were written.
They also do not deal with Buck's
family problems, though again this
is hardly to be expected.
A partial remedy would have
been a chronology of the important
dates of Buck's and the party's life.
This would have cleared up several
confusing twists.
For example, the party was
illegal till 1924 though it was
founded as the CPC in 1921. In the
meantime it was publicly called
the Workers' Party. The party was
again illegal from 1931-36 and from
1939-47.
During the latter period it was
allowed to function publicly from
1943 on as the Labor-Progressive
Party (LPP), and elected MPs
both federally and provincially.
For almost one-third of its
existence, the party has been
illegal — this in a country which
flaunts its supposedly democratic
principles
and
economic
prosperity.
While Buck may not be a Lenin
or a Gramsci, he stood far above
many other communist leaders of
his time both in his understanding
of international affairs and the
needs of his own country.
..Friday, February 17, 1978

Congratulations on having
won a brand new Mini, the
Long Distance economy car.
We hope you have
many years of enjoyable
driving. And thanks t o the
48,427 other students who
participated.

Jannyjung
Simon Fraser
University
Vancouver, B.C.

Long Distance
TransCanada Telephone System
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variety of works including motets
from Benjamin Britten's Hymn to
St. Cecilia and excerpts from
Bach's St. Matthew Passion at the
James Cowan Theatre in Century
Park, Canada Way at Gilpin.
Concert time is 8 p.m.
The Hot Jazz Club, 36 East
numerous international com- Broadway, welcomes you to join
By NICHOLAS READ
The Vancouver New Music petitions including the Segovia their society. Hot Jazz is one of the
Society will present an Evening of Competition in Mallorca, is few nightspots in town that showElectronics on Wednesday, Feb. 22 currently making his second tour cases jazz musicians and artists.
On Feb. 18 and 19, the club is
at the Vancouver East Cultural through North America after a
series of successful engagements featuring the Mainland Jazz Band,
Centre, 1895 Venables.
The program, under the direc- throughout western Europe. while on Feb. 23, the Columbia
tion of Vancouver composers Concert time is 8 p.m. on Feb. 20 Jazz Majors will take over the
Barry Truax and Bruce Davis, will and tickets are available at the entertainment chores. Doors open
at 9 p.m., and the music doesn't
highlight a piece entitled Passage Centre.
The Bach to Brahms in Burnaby stop until one in the morning.
which features the talents of
This weekend the UBC Film
dancer and choreographer Judith concert series will continue on Feb.
19 with a performance by the Society's feature presentation is
Marcuse.
Among the other works included Gallery Singers, a 22-voice choral the 1976 Sam Spiegel production of
in the program are Truax's group. Thev will be Derformine a The Last Tycoon.
Nautilus, Ton Bruynel's Soft Song
for oboe and La Mer a L"Aube" by
local composer Jean Piche.
Curtain time is 8:30 p.m., anc
tickets are available at the door.
One of Vancouver's most
celebrated dance companies,
Gfamerfooct
Prism Dance Theatre, will be at
the Vancouver East Cultural
Centre for three nights starting
Feb. 23. The company will be
RED LEAF
presenting a program of both
Pancake House & Restaurant
modern and jazz dance styles
BREAKFAST SPECIAL
featuring works based on the
2 Eggs, Pancakes
Unique traditional
music of Gene Krupa, Chopin and
with Bacon or Sausage
Chinese Cooking
Telemann. Their engagement will
Special Luncheon Smorgasbord
$1.90
FREE D E L I V E R Y
run Feb. 23, 24 and 25, and curtain
STEAK SPECIAL
10% Discount on
,
Top Sirloin Steak,
time is 8:30 p.m. each evening.
Cash
pick-up orders
•
Fries, Salad and Garlic Bread
Tickets are available at the door.
$2.99
11:30-9:00 p.m. ever
day except Friday
Monday night at the Centre will
HOURS
Saturday till 11:00 p.m.
Mon-Thur
8:30-10:30
feature classical guitarist David
Saturday-Sunday open at
Fri, Sat 8:30-12:30
4:00 p.m.
Russell. Russell, a winner of
Sun 9-10 Holidays 9-10
, UNIVERSITY VILLAGE '
2741 West 4th Avenue

RENOS

738-3814

NOW
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BARGAIN
HUNTERS SALE
Fantastic Savings on 1-2-3 of a kind — some TRADES, some
DEMOS, some NEW — ALL FULLY GUARANTEED.

HURRY FOR BEST SELECTION
RECEIVERS:
TECHNICS SA5770 1 6 5 + 1 6 5 watts
TECHNICS SA5570 85 + 8 5 watts
TECHNICS SA5370 4 8 + 4 8 w a t t s
TECHNICS SA5270 3 5 + 3 5 watts
TECHNICS SA5170 25 + 25 watts
TECHNICS SA5070 15 + 1 5 watts
SONYSTR 6800SD 80 + 80 watts
SONYSTR7800SD
125 + 125watts
SONY STR 5800 SD 55 + 55 watts
SONYSTR4800 SD 4 8 + 4 8 watts

$895
$495
$375
$299
$259
$188
$528
$638
$448
$345

AMPLIFIERS & TUNERS:
PIONEER SA5500 15 + 15 watts
TECHNICS SU8600 73 + 7 3 watts
TECHNICS SU7700 50 + 50 watts
TECHNICS SU8080 7 2 + 7 2 watts professional
TECHNICS SU9070 PRE-AMP Professional
TECHNICS SE9060 7 0 + 7 0 watts Professional
TECHNICS SU7300 41 + 4 1 watts
SONY TA3650 55 + 55 watts
DYNACO SCA35 17 + 17 watts Kit
AGS 109 10 + 10 watts
SONY TA1630 2 2 + 2 2 watts
PIONEER TX5500 A M / F M Tuner
SONY ST3950 A M / F M Tuner
SONY ST2950 A M / F M Tuner
TECHNICS ST7300 A M / F M Tuner
TECHNICS ST8600 A M / F M Tuner
TECHNICS ST9030 FM Tuner Professional

$149
$388
$299
$515
$499
$499
$250
$299
$ 99
$65
$148
$129
$275
$199
$195
$348
$480

TURNTABLES:

{pieek^frocC

(bd/weMo
CAFFE

iJ)a,v-

ESPRESSO

CtWK KITON

DUAL 601 complete
DUAL 1237 complete
TECHNICS SL23 complete
DUAL 1245 complete
PIONEER 155A complete
SONY PS22 complete
TECHNICS SL1100 complete
TECHNICS SL20 complete
TECHNICS SP10 Mark 2 with base

$199
$185
$179
$245
$159
$199
$349
$129
$850

TAPE DECKS:

LUNCH
11:30- 3:00 Mon. - Sat.
DINNER
5:00 - 1:00 Mon. - Sat.
5:00 - 11:00 Sunday

SONY TC756 10" reel to reel
SONY TC645 reel to reel
SONY TCI 35 SD Cassette
SONY TCI 99 SD Cassette
TECHNICS RS263 Cassette
SUPERSCOPE 302A Cassette
SUPERSCOPE 310Cassette
SONY EL7 Elcaset
TECHNICS RS626 Cassette
TECHNICS RS671A Cassette
TECHNICS RS630 Cassette
TECHNICS RS615 Cassette

LA BOCA BAR
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
ALL DAY TILL MIDNIGHT

W*W.I0TH.AV<.

2wm'

3525 W 4th at Collingwood

$885
$449
$219
$312
$188
$149
$199
$775
$468
$399
$275
$198

SPEAKERS
J r=inin=Jf=J r=J r=Jr=J n=ir=Ji=J t=lr=Jr=JrJr=J nd r=J r=Jn=J r=Jr=J

U CANDIA $?1
: # TAVERM 1

WHITE TOWER PI ZZA &
SPAGHETTI HOUS E LTD.
KITS - DUNBAR - PT. GRE>
OPEN
Mon. - Thurs.
J
4:00 p.m. - 3:00 a.m.
A

SPECIALIZING IN
GREEK CUISINE
& PIZZA

4:00 p.m. - 4:00 a.m.

M\\\ j /
4:00 p.m. - 1 -.00 a.m. ^ H ^
738-9520
1 DOWNTOWN
or 738-1113
1 1 3 5 9 Robson
361 8 W. B r o a d w a y |
688-5491
Dining Lounge - Full Facilities Take Out or Home Delivery
Late delivery cal! '•/: hour before closing.

.

|
jj
jj

228-9513

jj

FREE
FAST DELIVERY
4510 W. 10th Ave.

o
\
§
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the
Spinning
Wheel
Till Sat.

SILVER BULLET

BLUES WEEKEND
Featuring
AL

FOREMAN

Next Week

Mon. Nite

CRUIS'IN

BOB MURPHY QUARTET

FRASER ARMS

"Open Tues. to Sat. 9-2"
212 C A R R A L S T „ GASTOWN

1450 S.W. Marine Dr.

681-2814

•fTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT

DYNACO A40XL
AUDIOANALYST AS36
AUDIOANALYST AS46
AUDIOANALYST AS26
KLH317
KLH RESEARCH CL 4
KLH RESEARCH CB 8
WHARFEDALE DOVEDALE
WHARFEDALE AIRDALE
PHILIPS SP25
PHILIPS SP30
TECHNICS 4000
TECHNICS 5000
PIONEERCS300

CAR STEREO:
PIONEER KP250
PIONEER KP212
PIONEER KP4000
PIONEER KP8005
SUPERSCOPE CA15
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$149
$ 89
$178
$238
$ 99

SUPER SAVINGS O N ALL CAR SPEAKERS 8 ACCESSORIES

HEADPHONES:

AKG 40
AKG 140
AKG 240

$ 24
$ 39
$ 89

MANY UNADVERTISED IN STORE SPECIALS

Stanford
Sound
2 6 6 5 W. BROADWAY
733-3822
_
CHARGKX

»•••

$ 98
$ 89
$ 99
$ 69
$139
$229
$129
$185
$245
$ 69
$ 99
$ 99
$169
$85

BANK
FINANCING
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Buildings needed

Students asked to foot bill
contribute if students provide the
start-up funds for the library.
In return for the money students
will have an equal say in the
operation of the university
bookstore, and greater control of
the administration -owned student
centre.
The referendum was to be held at
At Dalhousie University the the beginning of February but
Alumni Association approached growing student opposition to the
the student union executive for a idea and some procedural
student contribution to a university problems kept the issue from going
fund-raising scheme. The student to the polls.
union has struck a committee to
A Committee of Concern for the
investigate the question of its par- SUB
Fund spokesperson says, "No
ticipation, but it has been sug- one doubts
need a new library
gested that union fees be increased desperately,wehowever,
the face
$350,000 to the administration over of cutbacks and higherinfees
it is
a period of years.
absurd to expect students to
As an alternative to increasing provide what should be provided
student union fees the Dalhousie by the provincial government in
executive is considering re- the first place."
negotiating the mortgage on the
The group called for a delay in
student union building held with the referendum because there was
the university.
not enough information and
The fund raising scheme is for a
huge sports complex the university
hopes to b u i l d to update its
facilities. Costs for the project
doubled while it was still in the
planning stages and the university
is now short $3.4 million.
In St. John's, at Memorial
University, students will be asked
to vote in a two-day referendum at
the end of February to turn their
student union building fund over to
the university for the construction
of a library.
The $750,000 collected from
students between 1960 and 1970 was
to be used for construction of a
student union building but those
plans were quashed when neither
the university or the provincial
government would cover any
additional costs.
The student union executive is
supporting the transfer of funds.
Student union president George
Wyatt says that the university and
business community will also
HALIFAX-ST. JOHN'S (CUP) —
Students at three Atlantic
universities are being asked to
contribute to administration funds
for building expenditures at the
same time as administrations are
threatening to raise tuition fees at
least 10 per cent for next year.

BLENHEIM
IMPORTS
SERVICE
VOLKSWAGEN
SPECIALISTS
REASONABLE RATES
FACTORY TRAINED
MECHANICS

\^

3299 W. 4th Ave., Van
738-0910

publicity available for students to
make an informed decision.
"This money could go a long way
for students. There has to be a
complete
investigation
of
university expenditures before we
even consider giving away this
money," a committee member
said.
At the same time, back in
Halifax, King's College president
John Godfrey is asking students to
increase their union fees by $20 and
pledge $35,000 to a "King's
Tomorrow 200" fund raising
scheme. The plan is in commemoration of the 200th anniversary of the university's
founding.
With the $2.5 million he wants to
raise, Godfrey says he hopes to
renovate the university's existing
structures, fund a journalism
program and add a new wing to the
university's main building.
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A40 XL SPEAKER
This complete stereo system is one of the best we've
ever put together. The Cr-420 AM/FM stereo receiver
has 25 + 25 watts RMS at less than 0.05% total distortion. That's very clean. The YP-211 belt drive semiautomatic turntable includes hinged cover and top
rated magnetic cartridge. Match these with the NS-220
rock monitor 8" 2-way speaker systems and the sound
is exceptional. Top quality and top value, you get both
from YAMAHA AUDIO and A & B SOUND.

This top rated 10' 2-way
speaker system is priced to
move. Finished in walnut
enclosures they deliver
sound quality generally
costing much more.

9 9 95
^% -*

COMPLETE SYSTEM

599 95
502 BELT DRIVE TURNTABLE
A great buy on this respected name in
turntables. A precision belt drive w i t h
synchronous motor for no noise and
accurate speed.- Complete w i t h base
and cover. Superior tonearm design.

2215 B
An excellent AM/FM stereo receiver with 15 + 15 watts RMS with superb specs at an unbelievable
price.

11995

TC-24FA In-dash A M / F M
stereo cassette player w i t h .
Sony's famous quality and
reliability. Fits most cars.
ONLY

SUPERSCOPE
CA-15 UNDER DASH
CAR CASSETTE PLAYER
WITH AUTO-REVERSE

5220
This front load Dolby cassette deck
is the perfect match for every Marantz receiver. Ferritte heads and
wide response. Big discount.

299 95

rnaxell

The Tape Too Good For Most Tape
Recorders. Improve the quality of your
recordings with the best tape around.
Special prices on limited quantities.

ULTRA-DYNAMIC
C-90

19995
FEATURES:
• Auto-Reverse
• Tape Direction Switch
• Illuminated Tape
Direction Indicators
• Locking Fast-Forward
and Rewind
• 7 Watts of
Output Power
• Manual Eject
• Straight-Line Volume,
Tone and Balance
Controls

15995

CSZ/KIC5

FM STEREO CASSETTE UNDER DASH
This is true A&B Sound value. An
under dash cassette player with
FM stereo, separate volume-balance control, tone switch and fast
forward. Very Limited Quantities
at this low low price.

